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Scientific discovery and scientific knowledge have been achieved only by those who
have gone in pursuit of it without any practical purpose whatsoever in view.

-MAX PLANCK, Where is Science Going?
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ABSTRACT

Many promoters contain a curved DNA component essential for high levels of
transcription activity. The present work approached the study of these unusual DNA
structures in a twofold manner. First, promoter binding by RNA polymerase from
Bacillus subtilis and Escherichia coli was examined using a collection of promoters
containing DNA curvature. Promoter binding by both RNA polymerases was
governed primarily by the nucleotide sequence at the highly conserved -10 and -35
regions of the promoters. However, the B. subtilis RNA polymerase bound
preferentially to promoters with curved DNA upstream of the -35 region. Binding
by the E. coli RNA polymerase was only modestly affected by DNA curvature. The
second approach was to characterize the mechanism involved in transcription
stimulation by this curved or intrinsically bent DNA. Generally, the mechanisms
proposed for transcription initiation involve enzyme conformational changes leading
to strand separation. Formation of RNA polymerase-promoter complexes that
involve significant conformational changes is sensitive to changes in temperature. A
goal in the second part of this work was to test if curved DNA influenced a step in
transcription initiation that was sensitive to temperature changes. The formation of
open promoter complexes was measured using a B. subtilis phage promoter
containing curved DNA upstream of the -35 region and mutants of this promoter in
which the curved DNA sequences were displaced upstream. Open promoter
complexes were measured by (1) a run-off transcription assay limited to a single

x

round of initiation and (2) the direct detection of single stranded DNA using
potassium permanganate cleavage. Promoters with properly aligned curved DNA
formed open promoter complexes at lower temperatures than promoters with
misaligned curved DNA. Also, curved DNA enhanced formation of open promoter
complexes as measured by actual strand separation. A model describing the effect
of curved DNA on open promoter complexes is proposed.

INTRODUCTION

The central importance of transcription initiation on gene regulation has been
summarized in numerous works (Von Hippie, et al., 1984; McClure, 1985).
Generally, the most efficient way to control a biological process is to regulate
transcription initiation. Knowledge of transcription has allowed increased advances in
recombinant DNA technology during the past decade.

This literature review will

survey what is known about transcription initiation and the contribution of bent or
curved DNA to this process.
Transcription initiation is the result of a series of complex interactions among
several elements. These elements have been identified for several species of bacteria,
including Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis. The elements include DNA dependent
RNA polymerase, a specific sequence of double stranded DNA called a promoter
recognizable by the polymerase, some low molecular weight ligands and, in some
cases, ancillary proteins. It has been possible to develop in vitro systems to study this
process using a minimum number of these control elements.

DNA-Dependent RNA Polymerase. RNA polymerase was discovered by Weiss and
Gladstone in 1959. This enzyme catalyzes the synthesis of an RNA transcript from a
DNA template by the addition of ribonucleoside monophosphates to the 3’- hydroxyl
end of an elongating RNA chain. For this enzymatic activity to take place in vivo, a
number of regulated events must occur. First, the enzyme locates and recognizes a
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double stranded region of DNA from which transcription begins.

Once RNA

polymerase recognizes this region, called the promoter sequence, the polymerase
undergoes conformational changes that lead to strand separation.

The bound

polymerase then adds the ribonucleoside triphosphates which correspond to the DNA
template forming a RNA transcript.

The polymerase elongate and complete the

transcript without interruption or the transcript will end prematurely.

Finally, the

polymerase will terminate transcription precisely at the end of the encoded region.
The best characterized RNA polymerase is that of E. coli.

During open

promoter complex formation the polymerase binds to as many as 75 base pairs of DNA
(approximately 250

A).

Once the core polymerase is actively transcribing the template

it spans about 30 base pairs (100

A)

(Carpousis, 1983). The core RNA polymerase is

an aggregate of several subunits including a /3 subunit (150,619 daltons), a j8’ subunit
(155,162 daltons) two a subunits (36,512 daltons each) (Chamberlin, 1982; McClure,
1985) and an w subunit (10,105 daltons) (Gentry and Burgess, 1986). The holoenzyme
also contains one a subunit, the most common being the vegetative a70. The 0 subunit
contains the catalytic activity of the holoenzyme (Glass, et al. , 1982) and is the subunit
which binds the inhibitor rifampicin (Jin and Gross, 1988). The subunit /3’ binds DNA
non-specifically (Fukuda and Ishihama, 1979). Both large subunits, /3 and j8’, contain
an atom of zinc (Speckhard, et al., 1977; Miller, et al., 1979). The role of a is still
being studied, but recent work suggests that it functions both in the assemblage of the
large subunits and in protein-protein contact with positive regulators (Ishihama, 1992).
The o subunit confers recognition to specific DNA sequences as promoters (Burgess,

1969). The w subunit is not necessary for in vitro transcription activity (Gentry, et al.,
1991), but is evidently required for stringent ribosomal RNA control of transcription
(Igarashi, et al., 1989). Positions for all of the genes specifying the major subunits
have been located on the E. coli chromosomal map (Burton, et al., 1983).
Alternative sigma subunits are sometimes found in association with E. coli
polymerase. These include a heatshock sigma (^ (N eid h aet, et al. 1984), a nitrogen
regulation sigma (aN) (Garcia et al., 1977), a flagellar/chemotaxic sigma ((^(Helman
et al., 1987; Amosti et al., 1989), a T4 phage early sigma (tF 55) (Kassavetis, et al.,
1984; Elliot and Geidusch, 1984) and stationary-phase ’gearbox’ regulation sigmas (0s)
(McCann, eta l., 1991; Lange and Hengge-Aronis, 1991; Hengge-Aronis, et a l., 1993).
The a subunit disassociates from the core enzyme shortly after elongation of the
transcript (Hansen and McClure, 1980). Another biochemical activity attributed to o70
is that it reduces the affinity of core polymerase for non-promoter DNA by a factor of
approximately IQ4 (Chamberlin, 1974; Hinkle and Chamberlin, 1972).
There are several differences in the subunit composition of RNA polymerases
from E. coli and B. subtilis. In addition to slight differences in molecular weight of
the core polymerase subunits, B. subtilis contains an extra polypeptide, the 8 subunit
(20,400 daltons) (Pero et al., 1975; Lampe, et al., 1988). 8 appears to carry out the
discriminatory activity ascribed to a70 of E. coli (Achberger and Whitely, 1982;
Achberger, et al., 1982; Hilton and Whiteley, 1985). The major vegetative sigma of
B. subtilis, or*, is smaller (43,000 daltons) than o70 of E. coli. The polymerases also

differ in their subunit composition. B. subtilis possesses two w subunits whereas E.coli
possesses one.
B. subtilis also differs from E. coli in that it has larger number of sigma factors.
In addition to the <r\ there are two minor vegetative sigmas, <f (Johnson, et al., 1983)
and aD (Wiggs, 1981; Gilman, e ta l., 1981; Gilman, 1983; Helmann, 1988), a levanase
regulation sigma, oL (Debarbouille, et al., 1991), and five known sporulation sigma
factors, a" (Dubnau, et al., 1988; Zuber, et al., 1989), a® (Haldenwang, et al., 1981;
Stragier, 1984; Trempy, eta l., 1985), o* (Errington, e ta l., 1985; Stragier, 1986; Sun,
et al., 1989), a° (Karmazyn-Campelli, et al., 1989; Masuda, et al., 1988; Sun, et al.,
1989) and a* (Kroos, et al., 1989). Additionally, two B. subtilis phage, SP01 and
SP82 encode the phage specific sigmas

(Talkington and Pero, 1979; Lee and Pero,

1981) and o®p33/34 (Constanzo, et al., 1984, Lee and Pero, 1981)
A sequential replacement of one sigma by another occurs during B. subtilis
sporulation. Sporulation involves a distinct series of morphogenetic events leading from
the vegetative cell to the endospore and finally to lysis of the mother cell and release
of the spore. During these events, the specificity of RNA polymerase for promoter
DNA is known to change. This specificity of RNA polymerase is controlled by the
synthesis of a cascade of sigma factors which lead to the sequential activation of a large
number of sporulation specific genes (Losick and Pero, 1981; Losick and Sonenshein,
1969; Moran, 1989; Straiger and Losick; 1990).

The sigma factors utilized in

sporulation include the vegetative sigma, </" (Losick and Pero, 1981; Losick et al.,
1986; Kenney et al., 1988), and the previously mentioned minor sporulation sigma

factors. The order of sporulation sigmas is currently believed to be aa-*ap-*oE-*aa-*aK
(Stragier and Losick, 1990). The a*1, encoded by the spoOH (or sigH) gene, specifies
transcription of some vegetative genes as well as sporulation genes.

One of the

sporulation genes transcribed by o" is spolIAC (or sigF) which encodes a*. The genes
transcribed by o* are apparently not all yet identified; however, c* apparently
transcribes spolllG (Sun et al., 1991) as well as other genes in the prespore (Sun et al.,
1989, Partridge, et al., 1991). The spolllG encodes another sigma, <r°. This sigma
directs transcription of genes which are only expressed in the forespore (KarmazynCampelli, et al., 1989).

is transcribed in an inactive form, pro-a®, from a o*

recognized gene, spoIIGB (Karmazyn-Campelli, et al., 1989). The exact mechanisms
involved in this processing are unclear, but it has been suggested that some product
specified by 6* activates the processing of p ro -^ in the mother cell (Stragier, et al.,
1988). The mother cell sigma, <P, is the result of transcription and splicing of two
genes, spoTVCB and spollIC. This fusion is accomplished by a DNA rearrangement
in the chromosome of the mother cell (Stragier et al., 1989).

Prom oters. Promoters are regions of DNA, located upstream of transcribed regions,
which are recognized and bound by the DNA-dependent-RNA polymerase. A promoter
can is considered functional only if it then permits the site-specific initiation of an RNA
transcript. Promoters are classified by the particular RNA polymerase that bind them.
For example, the most characterized promoters from E. coli correspond to those DNA
sequences that are bound by the <r70-containing holoenzyme. The comparisons of many

promoter sequences enable the generation of a consensus sequence for a particular form
of RNA polymerase. The determined consensus for the <r70 holoenzyme was found to
be two sequences located at the -10 and -35 regions. The consensus sequence at the -10
region was determined to be TATAAT and at the -35 region was determined to be
TTGACA.

There are optimally 17 base pairs between these conserved regions

(Pribnow, 1975; Rosenburg and Court, 1979; Siebenlist et al., 1980; Hawley and
McClure, 1983, Travers, 1984; Harley and Reynolds, 1987). The major vegetative
RNA polymerases of both E. coli and B. subtilis recognize promoters with the common
-10 and -35 consensus DNA sequences regions as well as an optimal spacer region
(Moran, et al., 1982; Galas, et al., 1985; Graves and Rabinowitz, 1986). However,
holoenzymes of both species containing different a subunits recognize different
promoter consensus sequences and have different optimal spacing regions (Doi and
Wang, 1986).
Although both E. coli and B. subtilis have similar consensus sequences in the
promoter for the major vegetative sigmas.

However, B. subtilis generally requires

DNA sequences that are more similar to the consensus sequence than does E.coli. This
is best illustrated by comparing promoters with strong and weak activity in each
species.

A weak promoter in E. coli contains as little as 31% homology with the

consensus sequence, while a B. subtilis promoter requires at least 69% homology to
function as a weak promoter. Generally, promoters from B. subtilis can be effectively
utilized by E. coli RNA polymerase, whereas the reverse case is not true.

Even

relatively strong promoters from E. coli such as the lacUV5 and the \P R which show

high homology relative to the consensus sequence are relatively ineffective as promoters
in JB.subtilis (Henkin & Sonenshein, 1987). This, in itself, implies the importance of
DNA sequences outside of the -10 and -35 regions for B. subtilis RNA polymerase
activity.
To be fully functional, many promoters require additional DNA sequences.
These sequences sometimes control specific binding of repressor or activator proteins
(Pabo and Sauer, 1984) and sometimes contain required sequences with aberrant DNA
conformation. Many promoters in B. subtilis show a conserved sequence at the -16
region of the promoter. Investigators have identified a conserved promoter sequence
just upstream of the -10 region (Moran et ah, 1982). Another group has identified a
sequence around the +1 promoter region where mutations appear to have a greater
effect on transcription in B. subtilis but not in E. coli (Henkin & Sonenshein, 1987).
However, excluding the actual -10 and -35 consensus region, only DNA sequences with
runs of 4-6 adenines, termed adenine tracts, with a 10-11 base pair periodicity have
generally displayed the strongest effects on a promoter’s transcription activity .

Kinetics.

The kinetics of transcription initiation have been the focus of many

laboratories, especially in the E. coli systems.

The rate equation has undergone

extensive modification since it was first proposed. In the original form, transcription
initiation was viewed as a two step process. In this model, RNA polymerase and the
promoter first bound together to form a closed promoter complex (RPC). The closed
complex was named as such to depict the binding of the polymerase to the outside of

the DNA helix. The formation o f this complex and the unbound RNA polymerase state
was readily intraconvertible. From the closed promoter complex a slightly reversible
isomerization takes place which leads to the formation of an open promoter complex
RP0 (Walter, et al., 1967; Chamberlin, 1974). In the open promoter complex, the
DNA strands in the promoter region are melted and the RNA polymerase is bound to
the promoter.

Once in the open complex, the polymerase can synthesize a short

transcript beginning at the nucleotide termed + 1.

This RNA synthesis is generally

considered to be the end of transcription initiation. Since soon after the formation of
this short transcript, the polymerase clears the promoter and, subsequently,
disassociates the sigma subunit from the complex. This stop leads to the processive
elongation and eventually termination of the transcript.
Recent models of transcription initiation have elaborated on these early models
by including additional complexes. After RNA polymerase binds DNA nonspecifically,
it undergoes a search to locate a promoter, presumably by one-dimensional sliding
along the DNA helix (Singer and Wu, 1988). Recognition of the promoter by the
polymerase and stabilization of the RNA polymerase-DNA complex is referred to as
promoter binding. This step is believed to be totally reversible. Once the polymerase
has bound to the promoter the resulting complex is termed a closed complex 1 (RPcl).
It has been suggested that non-electrostatic interactions between a and the -10 and -35
regions of the promoter act as a stabilization mechanism for the isomerization that
occurs in the next step.

The proposed step after the formation of RPC1 is an

conformational change of RNA polymerase. The resulting complex is termed closed

complex 2 (RPq of RPi) (Buc and McClure, 1985). This additional closed complex is
identified using a nitrocellulose filter binding assay at low temperatures or high ionic
strengths. By these nitrocellulose binding assays the formation of RPC1 was shown to
be the rate limiting step for the LacUV5 promoter.

For other promoters the rate

limiting step is the formation of RPc2- This step is followed by a rapid melting step at
RPc2 to form the open complex RP0 (k3) (Buc and McClure, 1985). This isomerization
o f the DNA by the polymerase locally melts the DNA within the promoter region. This
open complex (RP0) has been shown to be stable for hours (McClure, 1985). These
steps have been put together in the following equation:

R + p ,------ - RPC1 ^ — >RP c2 ------ RP0
Kb
k2
k3.

Several events have been observed that correspond to open complex formation.
There is a topological unwinding by the DNA of 17 base pairs (580°) (Gampier and
Hearst, 1982), an observable 10 base pair region of DNA that is sensitive to chemical
reagents (Sieberlist, 1979; Kirkegaard, et al., 1983) and an observable hyperchromicity
of DNA bases (Hsieh and Wang, 1978; Riesbig, et al., 1979).

When a transcript of

approximately 10 bases has been synthesized, the polymerase leaves the promoter
(Hansen and McClure, 1980). The end of transcription initiation and beginning of
transcription elongation is generally defined as the release of the a factor from the core
polymerase.
Transcription initiation kinetics were defined for E. coli heat shock promoter
(groE) recognized by the ^-containing holoenzyme. This promoter is a useful system
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to study kinetics of RNA polymerase activation as it produces stable interactions that
can be studied with footprinting techniques. Further, o32 shares significant sequence
homology with o70 (Landrick, et al., 1984; Helmann, et al., 1988) and therefore, data
from a32 is relevant to a70. It has also been shown that there is extensive sequence
homology between the E.coli a10 and B. subtilis aA. Therefore, data from ^-containing
RNA polymerase can be used to generalize about kinetics for other similar polymerases.
It is possible to identify specific complexes that are formed at different temperatures.
At temperatures from 0°-3°C, RPC1 is the predominant complex found. It has a DNA
footprint extending from the -60 to the -1 promoter areas. From 12°-22°C, R P ^ is the
most common complex. It has a DNA footprint that extends from positions -60 to
+20. Methylation studies indicate that promoter DNA in this region is still double
stranded. At still higher temperatures, 24°-42°C, RP0 is the predominant complex.
RNA polymerase executing open complex formation has a DNA footprint that is similar
to RPcz. However, cytosine residues are sensitive to methylation at the -10 region
indicating that local DNA melting is taking place (Cowing, et al., 1989).
The data for a three step mechanism of RNA polymerase-o32 activation of the
groE promoter parallels the observed results of RNA polymerase-o70 activation of the
PR (Buc and McClure, 1985) and

PlacUV5 (Roe, et al., 1985).

The observed

footprinting data concur with the predicted protein conformational changes (Roe, et al.,
1985). Evidence suggests that for a70- and o32- containing holoenzymes, the change
from RPC1 to R P^ involves major conformational changes in the polymerase.

11

It has been proposed for RNA polymerase o32 that the holoenzyme initially
makes contact with the DNA backbone in the -35 region of the promoter resulting in
the RPC1 complex. This step is followed by an isomerization resulting in R P ^ whereby
contacts are made with the -10 region. Therefore, upstream contacts are made during
RPCi, and upstream and downstream contacts are made during RPc2- Since RP0 has a
similar DNA footprint to the R P q, it has been proposed that no detectable protein
conformational changes are involved in the formation of this complex (Mecasas, 1991).
Using different KC1 or NaCl concentrations, a similar three step, transcription
initiation mechanism has been proposed (Roe and Record, 1985). Utilizing various salt
concentrations, nitrocellulose binding data have identified the same three complexes;
RPC1, RPc2, and RP0. The effect noted, however, was not always consistent and may
be influenced by fluctuations in ion concentration associated with different phases of the
cell cycle. Furthermore, interpretation of salt concentration data is complicated because
different promoters have different sensitivities to different salt concentrations (Roe and
Record, 1985; Lohman, 1985; Wheeler, et al. , 1987).

Regulators of transcription. For many promoters, transcription initiation can also be
influenced by proteins or DNA structural factors outside of the classical -10 and -35
sequences.

These factors may either increase or decrease the activation of the

promoter. Such elements were first proposed by Jacob and Monod (1961) for the lac
operon. The protein they identified was a negative regulator of the lac operon. As is
typical of many regulators, it binds at or near a promoter at a site termed an operator.

12

However, there is some variability as to exactly where particular repressors will bind
around the promoter. Binding sites have been located as far upstream as -60 and as far
downstream as +12.

Repressors, such as X cl, are generally known to inhibit the

overall binding for the closed complex, KB. There is some evidence that the rate
constant for open complex formation, k3, may be reduced in some promoters by
repressors (McClure, 1985).
One of the better studied E. coli repressors is the lac repressor.

The lac

repressor binds a region of dyad symmetry which partially blocks the promoter
(Schmitz and Galas, 1979). The binding of this repressor is controlled by levels of
allolactose. Allolactose is produced from lactose as a side reaction of the enzyme /3galactosidase. The binding of the repressor to the operator is decreased once allolactose
binds the repressor.

When the repressor has been released, the lactose operon is

available to bind RNA polymerase.
A number of transcription repressors have been identified in B. subtilis as well.
Possibly the best characterized B. subtilis operon is the gluconate operon. This operon
contains four genes controlled by a single promoter (Fujita and Fujita, 1987). In the
non-induced state the repressor, gntR, binds to an operator and prohibits transcription.
Gluconate or glucono-5-lactone will act as an inducer of this operon by inactivating the
repressor (Miwa and Fujita, 1988). A number of other repressor systems have been
identified in Bacillus; however, many are not as simple as the gntR repressor (Whittman
and Wong, 1988; Perego, et al., 1988; Schreier, et al., 1989).
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Other protein elements act to activate transcription rather than repress
transcription. This was first demonstrated with an alkaline phosphatase gene in E. coli
(Garen and Echols, 1962). However, it is often difficult to define a regulatory protein
as a repressor or as an activator.

For example, the X Cl repressor will inhibit

transcription at the X PR promoter and will activate ^ Frm- Activators seem to be
differentiated from repressors primarily in the location of the binding site. Activators
generally bind near or upstream of the -35 region.
Activation of XPrm promoter by Cl is accomplished by an eleven-fold increase
of the kf (isomerization).

Activation at other promoters may be accomplished by

increasing the KB. This is seen in operons such as CAP-cAMP at the lacP+ operon.
The X c/7 protein has been shown to increase both KB and kf in the PE and Pj
promoters of X (Ho, et al., 1983; Hoopes and McClure, 1985).
There has been no protein found in Bacillus subtilis that is functionally
equivalent to the E. coli CAP (Setlow, 1973). However, there are a number of other
proteins that are known to act as activators.

The SpoOA protein is part of a two

component environmental signal system that activates the spoIIG promoter.

This

activation is accomplished by binding at two sites upstream of the promoter (Satola, et
al., 1992). Other transcription activator proteins in Bacillus subtilis include ComA,
which activates competence-essential genes (Dubnau, 1989), and the LysR family of
proteins which control amino acid biosynthesis (Henikoff, et al., 1988).
There are other factors which influence how proteins interact with the DNA
during transcription. These factors include methylation, curved DNA and supercoiled
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DNA. Methylation at promoters can activate or repress transcription initiation. The
dam gene product methylates GATC sites for the mom gene of phage Mu to be
expressed (Kahmann, 1983). Methylation of the GATC sites in the Tn transposase
promoter inhibits in vivo transcription (McClure, 1985).
DNA looping, mediated by regulatory proteins binding at two distinct operator
sites, is another mechanism for regulating transcription. One of the best characterized
operons containing this type of structuring is the gal operon. This operon depends on
negative regulatory proteins binding to two operator sites, 0 E and Oj, one being
upstream of the promoter and the other being downstream of the promoter (Irani et al.,
1983; Adhya 1987, Mandal, et al. , 1990). Presumably, this prohibits RNA polymerase
from binding at this site. A similar mechanism has been noted for the lac operon.
However, the operators for this operon are located upstream of the promoter (Mossing
and Record, 1986; Kramer, H ., et al., 1987). Promoters showing similar loop
formation include the Xcl (Griffith, et ah, 1986) and the deo operon (Amouyal et al.,
1989).
The degree of DNA supercoiling also controls levels of transcription activity.
Notable differences have been observed in transcription activity between relaxed and
supercoiled forms of DNA (Wood and Lebowitz, 1984; Brahms, et al., 1985).
However, it has been found that supercoiling may either increase or decrease
transcription activity (Gellert, 1981; Overbye et a l , 1983). Further, it has been found
that supercoiling can increase a promoter’s K0 value at the same time it decreases the
kf value or vice versa (McClure, 1985). Studies using the lac ps promoter indicate that
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DNA supercoiling may make the promoter more accessible to RNA polymerase and
then aid in melting of the promoter (Borowiec and Gralla, 1987).
Finally, sequence-dependent DNA curvature affects transcription initiation at
many promoters. Primarily, DNA curvature associated with adenine tracts in phase
with the DNA helix will generate DNA bending.

DNA C urvature.
found.

During the past decade, many structural forms of DNA have been

These unusual DNA forms include anisomorphic DNA, cruciform DNA,

slipped structure DNA and curved DNA. The biological significance of these various
structures is not yet completely understood although some progress has been reported.
For example, cruciform DNA has been shown by one research group to have a minor
role in modulating transcription activities (Wells et al., 1988). However, curved DNA
components have received the most attention from researchers and have shown the
greatest biological significance.
Various methods have been employed to detect anomalous DNA structures.
Such methods include nuclease and other enzymatic probes, chemical probes, supercoil
relaxation, DNA cross-linking, electron microscopy and anomalous gel mobility.
Curved DNA was first identified in electrophoretic studies of kineloplasts’ minicircle
DNA from Leishmania tarantolae (Marini, et al., 1982). DNA containing curvature
tends to migrate more slowly in acrylamide gels than non-curved DNA of equal length.
Curved DNA thus appears to be a longer molecule than it actually is.

Aberrant

mobility is enhanced by increasing acrylamide concentrations (Marini et al., 1982),
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decreasing the temperature of the gel or adding magnesium to the gel (Diekmann and
Wang, 1985). Electron microscopy has also been used to observe the effect directly.
Recent studies have also used two-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) to
perform structural studies of curved DNA (Chen, et al., 1992).
DNA curvature has been recognized as a structural component of the DNA in
a large number of prokaryotic (Ross, et al., 1982; Stellwagon, 1983; Bossi and Smith,
1984; Zahn and Blattner, 1987) and eukaryotic (Simpson, 1979; Challberg and
Englund, 1980; Israelewewski, 1983; Schmidt, 1984; Kidane et al., 1984; Struhl, 1985;
Garrett and Carroll, 1986; Ray et al., 1986; Ryder et al., 1986, Snyder, et al., 1986)
organisms. One of the best characterized and most commonly identified curved DNA
sequence motifs is the adenine tract sequence. Adenine tracts were first identified as
potential regions of DNA curvature from studies with kinetoplast DNA. Experimental
evidence demonstrated that if the adenine tracts were located close to the end of the
fragment, the aberrant DNA mobility was lessened (Wu and Crothers, 1984). From
this work, Wu and Crothers first proposed that these adenine tracts maintain a certain
sequence periodicity for gel retardation, a hypothesis later supported by subsequent
investigations (Hagerman, 1985). Hagerman (1986) further demonstrated that it was
necessary to phase the adenine tracts so that they were on the same face of the helix in
B-form DNA.

The requirement for adenine tracts eliminates the possibility that

curvature arises from an increase in the flexibility of DNA. The already noted effect
of adenine tracts enhancing curvature as a function of decreasing temperatures further
weakened the simple flexible-adenine-tract hypothesis.

Later, mobility experiments
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showed a sequence-specific effect in which DNA fragments containing DNA curvature
were hampered in their migration through acrylamide gels by the curved axis of the
fragment (Crothers, et al., 1990).
In addition to polyacrylamide gel analysis, there is additional evidence that DNA
can exist with relatively stable axial curvature. There are three proposed models to
explain DNA curvature; the "purine-clash model", the "wedge model" and the "junction
model".

The purine-clash model is based on X-ray diffraction analysis of specific

oligonucleotide DNA crystals (Wing et al., 1980; Calladine, 1982; Dickerson, 1983.
The model is based on alterations in helical (propeller) twist, roll and tilt components
caused by stearic interactions between cross-chain purines.

Analysis of this model

predicts maximal deflection with an oligonucleotide sequence of five pyrimidines
followed by five purines. Based on gel pattern data, DNA fragments containing such
sequences are retarded to a degree consistent with DNA curvature about the axis.
However, this model does not explain the observed curve in adenine tracts.
Additional evidence for bent DNA was described using hydroxyl radical
probing. It was found that in DNA containing adenine tracts, reactivity of hydroxyl
radical probing decreased in the 5’ to 3’ direction of each adenine tract. These data
were interpreted as indicating that there is a narrowing of the minor grove from the 3’
to 5 ’ direction in adenine tracts (Burkhoff and Tullius, 1987). However, not all adenine
tracts necessarily contain bent DNA. It was shown that it is possible to remove DNA
bending properties in a series of four adenines and four thymines merely by juxtaposing
the order of these adenines and thymines (Burkhoff and Tullius, 1988).
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Historically, the first proposed model for bent DNA was the wedge model
(Trifonov and Sussman, 1980). The wedge model describes DNA curvature primarily
on the tilt angle between adjacent base pairs and also incorporates a minor component
for roll to explain experimental data. This model can be visualized as if a wedge were
literally placed between adjacent base pairs. If these ’wedges’ were placed in some
maximal spatial manner a curve of the DNA will be generated. The wedge angles of
all 16 possible neighboring bases have been estimated (Bolshoy, et a l., 1991). While
this has been effective in describing a wedge in terms of substantial experimental
results, including adjacent adenine-thymine base pairs (Ulanovsky and Trifonov, 1987),
it does not explain the effect associated with changes in flanking bases. Thus, this
model does not explain why adenine tracts generate curves.
The second model, the junction model, predicts DNA curvature based on
transitions from one DNA form to another. Specifically, DNA curvature is caused by
a deflection of the DNA axis at junctions between different DNA forms.

These

transitions are most likely DNA changes from A to B form DNA. The probability is
that curved DNA results from a compilation of at least a couple of these proposed
models.
There are several proposed mechanisms for stabilization of the curve associated
with adenine tracts.

The most widely accepted model proposes that optimal base

stacking follows the high propeller twist observed in adenine tracts (Nelson et al.,
1987; Coll et al., 1987; von Kitzing and Diekmann, 1987; Sarai et al., 1988;
DiGabriele et al., 1989; Nadeau and Crothers, 1989). Other models to explain this
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stabilization phenomenon include bifurcated or shared hydrogen bonds between adjacent
adenine-thymine base pairs (Nelson et ah, 1987; Coll et al., 1987; DiGabriele et al.,
1989), stearic interactions caused by the C-5 methyl group on thymine (Jemigan et ah,
1986, 1987; Hagerman, 1990) and a proposed chain of water molecules in the minor
groove that acts as a ’spine’ (Chuprina, 1985, 1986, 1987; Chuprina et ah, 1991).
There is evidence that both the bifurcated hydrogen bond model and the methyl group
interference models are not valid (Diekmann et al., 1992) and that the stability water
gives to DNA curves is minor (Koo and Crothers, 1987; Diekmann et ah, 1987).
Finally, there are some interesting physical properties associated with DNA
curvature. Using mathematical models it has been found that the ’imposed helicity’ of
a superhelical DNA molecule containing curved DNA differs from the normal relaxed
state. This has the effect of changing the intrinsic twist of the molecule. It has been
suggested that this imposed helicity may cause specific interactions between DNA and
proteins (Tobias and Olson, 1993).

Protein-M ediated DNA Bending. A number of prokaryotic protein factors are
associated with DNA bending. The first detailed structural information of proteinmediated bending has come from studies of proteins not associated with transcription,
such as nucleosomal core proteins (Richmond et ah, 1984) and EcoRl endonuclease
(Frederick, et ah, 1984).

However, many protein bending factors have been

demonstrated to control some degree of transcription activity. Gel mobility studies in
which the binding sites for gal and lac repressors of E. coli have been shifted to
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different locations within a DNA fragment demonstrate that both of these repressors are
able to bend DNA (Zweib, et al., 1989).
The CAP binding protein of E.coli was shown to bend DNA containing CAP
binding sites (Fried and Crothers, 1983; Kolb et al., 1983; Wu and Crothers, 1984).
Bends produced by CAP have been estimated to be 90°-18Q° (Liu-Johnson, et al.,
1986). Proposals were made that the bends from this interaction may assist in open
complex formation. Further proposals suggest that energy stored in the bend helps to
alleviate strong protein-protein or protein-DNA interactions which thus permit RNA
polymerase to leave the promoter (Zinkel and Crothers, 1991).
Other studies have shown that CAP binding may serve other functions in
transcription initiation. In the transcription activation of CAP at the P4 promoter of
PBR322, CAP is known to activate the initial binding (Kb) and not the rate of
isomerization of closed to open complex (k3). Although, as previously mentioned, CAP
is known to bend DNA, results from this promoter showed that DNA bending was not
a contributing factor in activation of the P4 promoter (Hoggett, 1992). This finding
also conflicts with data from the E. coli PI promoter of the galactose operon. In the
absence of an upstream region of DNA curvature, cAMP-CAP activates the PI
promoter by increasing the affinity of RNA polymerase during closed complex
formation. In the presence of this upstream region of DNA curvature, cAMP-CAP
enhances the rate of closed complex formation (Lavigne, 1992).
Integration host factor (IHF) is another E. coli protein known to bend DNA.
IHF has been shown to have a plethora of functions including integrative recombination

of X (Kikuchi and Nash, 1978; Miller et al., 1979) and 080 (Leong, et al., 1985),
transposition (Morisato and Kleckner, 1987; Gamas et al., 1985), and E. coli phase
variations (Dorman and Higgands, 1987; Eisenstein, et al., 1987). IHF was shown to
bend DNA at many different sites including sites in bacteriophage (Robertson and Nash,
1988; Higgins et al., 1989), transposons (Prentki et al., 1987, Goodrich et al., 1990),
and certain plasmids (Stenzel et al., 1987). IHF is now known to bend DNA in the E.
coli ilvBN operon and act there as a positive activator (Tsui and Freundlich, 1990). It
has been theorized that the reason for this protein’s versatility is its ability to change
DNA conformation (Prentki et al., 1987; Robertson and Nash, 1988).
A protein analogous to IHF is encoded in the B. subtilis phage SP01. This
protein, transcription factor I (TF1), binds and bends hydroxy methyl uracil-containing
DNA, and acts as a dimer.
indistinguishable from IHF.

The bending properties of TF1 appear to be

Further evidence shows that this protein has similar

bending properties to the HU protein of E. coli and that these proteins constitute a
’family’ of DNA bending proteins. When DNA wraps around the dimer of TF1 there
is extensive DNA bending (Schneider et al., 1991).
Finally, there is some evidence that RNA polymerase from E. coli is itself able
to bend DNA (Kunkle, et al., 1987). Data from scanning force microscopy appears
to confirm this hypothesis (Rees, et al., 1993).
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DNA C urvature in Prokaryote Prom oters.

Promoters

containing

upstream

sequence-dependent DNA curvature are a well documented phenomenon in prokaryotic
cells.

These high A/T regions were first discovered in E. coli promoters and

bacteriophage associated with E. coli such as X (Vollenweider, et ah, 1979; Nakamura
and Inouye, 1979; Horn and Wells, 1981). Subsequently, these high A/T regions were
found to produce DNA curvature (Bossi and Smith, 1984; Mizuno, 1987). In E. coli,
highly curved DNA was predicted from sequence analysis of many ribosomal RNA
promoters ( e.g. rmD, rmG, rmH, rmB, rmC, etc.), the suppressor gene supBE, the
lipoprotein gene Ipp, the histidine synthesis gene his, a tryptophanase gene tnaA, and
a DNA repair enzyme uvrB. Somewhat weaker promoters also have been predicted to
contain DNA curvature based on nucleotide sequence analysis (Plaskon and Wartell,
1987). More recently, sequence-dependent DNA curvature was found associated with
the potassium dependance gene kdpA (Sugiura, et al., 1991).
The contribution of curved DNA to promoter function has been well
documented. Recent investigations have studied the gal operon of E. coli by replacing
the upstream catabolite activator protein (CAP) binding site and -35 region of the gal
promoter with synthetic or natural curved DNA (Bracco, et al, 1989). Curved DNA
restored transcription activity from either the mutated PI or P2 promoters. Similar
results were reported using synthetic curved DNA in the lac promoter (Gartenberg and
Crothers, 1991).

Even the well characterized trp promoter has been shown to be

activated by an A-T rich region (Nishi and Itoh, 1986).
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There is evidence that, in some instances, DNA bending can act as a
’transcriptional switch’ activating certain promoters and repressing others. TheJUr gene
o f E. coli controls iron transport. This gene is regulated by CAP and, like some other
CAP-regulated genes, there are two overlapping promoters located on opposite sides
of the DNA helix. Substitutions of this upstream CAP binding site with the DNA
bending repressor RepA (CopG) permits activation of one promoter and repression of
the other. Pdrez-Martin and Espinosa (1993) propose that when the curved regions of
DNA are placed in phase with the promoter there are polymerase-promoter interactions
during the initiation of transcription.

If the sequences are not in phase, static or

induced DNA bends inhibit the formation of an initiation complex. In this way, they
propose that either sequence specific DNA curvature or protein induced DNA curvature
may regulate transcription.
Similar results have been observed in one of two E. coli o^-dependent promoters
of glnHPQ. The wild-type operon requires the DNA bending protein IHF for maximal
activity. Insertion of 5 or 15 bases between the IHF binding site and the nitrogen
regulator I (NR,) binding site effectively inhibits the formation of open complex.
However, moving the IHF binding site 10 base-pairs away from the NR, binding site
does not repress IHF from enhancing open complex formation (Martin and Magasanik,
1992). Therefore, in order for IHF and NR, to activate open complex formation, these
proteins must be on the same face of the DNA.

Additional experiments were

performed on this promoter by moving the IHF binding sequence 5 and 10 bases away
from the promoter. Again, moving the IHF 5 bases effectively inhibited transcriptional
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activation by IHF. Moving the IHF binding site 10 bases away from the promoter
showed little difference from the wild-type promoter.
Other evidence for transcriptional activation of E. coli promoters comes from
the argT promoter. There are two elements upstream of the -35 region that stimulate
transcription. One of these two elements is a region of DNA curvature at the -90 to
-95 region. This region stimulates k2 of the promoter (Hsu, et al., 1991).

Bacillus prom oters. It has been noted in many laboratories that the vegetative <r70containing RNA polymerase from E. coli and the vegetative (^-containing RNA
polymerase from B. subtilis recognize the same consensus -10 and -35 promoter regions
(Lee, et al., 1980; Moran et al., 1982; Graves and Robinowitz, 1986). However, it
has also been shown that promoters isolated from E. coli or phages of E. coli are
generally ineffective as promoters when using B. subtilis RNA polymerase (Wiggs, et
al., 1979; Lee, et al., 1980; Achberger and Whiteley, 1981).
There is evidence that sequences outside of the -10 and -35 region of
B.subtilis promoters are involved in transcription.

Many sequences have been

implicated to varying degrees in the ability to activate transcription in B. subtilis and
will be noted in the next chapter.

As mentioned previously, B. subtilis is heavily

controlled by curved DNA generated by multiple adenine tracts upstream of the -35
promoter region. These sequences were first identified in the B. subtilis veg promoter
(Moran, et al., 1982) and the B. subtilis bacteriophage promoters of SPOl and </>29
(Lee and Pero, 1981; Murry and Rabinowitz, 1982). Subsequently, other B. subtilis
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promoters were identified as containing similar adenine tract regions (Warousek, et al.,
1984; Pawlyk, 1986; Dobinson and Spiegelman, 1987; McAllister and Achberger,
1988). The presence of A-T rich DNA upstream of the -35 region, presumably causing
curved DNA, has been demonstrated for several different <r-containing holoenzymes,
including minimally </", a8 and oc (Banner, et al., 1983). Several promoters have been
shown to require these A-T rich upstream regions for efficient transcription in B.
subtilis. An E. coli promoter containing a high A-T rich area upstream of the -35
region was found to be very efficient in vivo in B. subtilis (Peschke, et al., 1985).
Deletions of the A-T rich regions upstream of the -35 region in Streptococcus
pneumoniae mal promoters was shown to reduce transcription efficiency in Bacillus
subtilis (Espinosa, et al., 1984). It was previously shown that deletions of an A-T rich
region upstream of the B. subtilis developmental gene SpoVG significantly decreased
promoter activity. Presumably, this A-T region directs curved DNA (Banner, et al.,
1983).
The A-T rich regions in the genome of B. subtilis bacteriophage SP82 were
shown by electrophoretic analysis to produce DNA curvature. Furthermore, it was
demonstrated that the DNA curvature must be maintained on the same face of the helix
as the promoter to maximize efficiency of these B. subtilis phage promoters (McAllister
and Achberger, 1989). It has been postulated that these bent DNA regions may provide
non-specific DNA interactions upstream of the promoter which permit the formation of
the open promoter complex (McAllister and Achberger, 1988; McAllister and
Achberger, 1989).

CHAPTER 1

IN VITRO BINDING STUDIES O F BACILLUS SUBTILIS AND
ESCHERICHIA COLI VEGETATIVE RNA POLYMERASE UTILIZING
BACILLUS SUBTILIS PHAGE PROMOTERS FROM SP82 AND 4>29

Introduction

The principal sequences that define a segment of DNA as a promoter in
Escherichia coli have been identified as two regions known as the -10 and -35
consensus regions. Such an arrangement is not universal; many promoters, as typified
by the P I promoter of the galactose operon, are known to include defined regions
outside of these conserved promoter regions. (Busby et al., 1987). B. subtilis </"containing RNA polymerase recognizes the same -10 and -35 consensus sequence
regions as the <r70-containing RNA polymerase from E. coli. However, B. subtilis RNA
polymerase is dependent on additional nucleotide sequences for effective promoter
utilization.
Sequence analysis has determined that B. subtilis RNA polymerase has -10 and 35 regions that conform closely to the consensus sequences.

Homology to the

consensus sequences ranged from 65% up to 90% (or higher) for strong promoters in
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B. subtilis (Hawley and McClure, 1983; Mulligan, e ta l., 1984; Pawlyk, 1986). Weak
promoters in E. coli display homologies as low as 31% while strong promoters may
show homologies as high as 79% (Hawley and McClure, 1983).
Promoters also differ in the transcription complexes they form. Before E. coli
can undergo transcription it first forms stable open complexes (Whipple and
Sonenshein, 1992).

However, current research indicates B. subtilis o* RNA

polymerase can form active transcription complexes and yet be free to disassociate from
the promoter.

This may explain why B. subtilis RNA polymerase is sensitive to

rifampicin during transcription initiation whereas E. coli RNA polymerase is capable
of initiating transcription. In addition, E. coli promoters typically form stable open
complexes in the absences of ribose nucleotides, whereas B. subtilis promoters are
promoter specific and may or may not do so (Dobinson and Speigelman, 1987; Whipple
and Sonenshein, 1992).
Nucleotide sequences outside the -10 and -35 regions also influence RNA
polymerase binding. Regions upstream of the -35 region affect binding of the enzyme
to the promoters.

In E. coli, specific protein factors are necessary to stabilize the

promoter/RNA polymerase complex. An example is the CAP protein which, amongst
other examples, directs transcription in the gal operon. When the cAMP-CAP complex
is not present, the galPl promoter is unable to direct transcription.
Recently, structural DNA factors have also been recognized as activators (or
repressors) of transcription. Promoters, such as those directing E. coli ribosomal RNA
synthesis and number other promoters from prokaryotic organisms contain specific
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DNA sequences that cause deflection of the DNA helix resulting in DNA curvature.
This DNA curvature has been implicated in the effective rate of formation of
promoter/RNA polymerase complexes. In many B. subtilis as well as in some E. coli
promoters this region is located upstream of the -35 region. The most common form
of sequence-dependent DNA curvature is generated by tracts of 4-6 adenines spaced
optimally 10-11 base pairs apart and separated by pyrimidine-rich regions.

Curved

DNA can be identified by aberrant mobility of the-35 fragment by polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis at different temperatures.
In addition to these regions of upstream DNA curvature, there are other
sequences in proximity of the conserved -10 and -35 regions which have been suggested
as being involved in B. subtilis transcription. Evidence of a conserved sequence just
upstream of the -10 region was identified (Moran, et al., 1982). Conserved residues
were noted in the -7 to -3 promoter regions (Graves and Rabinowitz, 1986). Mutations
around the +1 position effect transcription in B. subtilis more than in E. coli.
The promoters utilized were early promoters isolated from two B. subtilis
bacteriophage, <f>29 and SP82.

The relatively small genome sizes of these

bacteriophages, ~ 19 kb for $29 (Vlcek and Paces, 1986) and —140 kb for SP82
(Lawrie and Whiteley, 1977; Stewart, 1993), versus the B. subtilis genome, —4,175
kb (Anagnostopoulos, et al., 1993) suggest that the bacteriophage DNA competes with
the more abundant host DNA for host RNA polymerase.

Phage frequently have

promoters with sequences closely approximating the proposed consensus sequences.
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These adenine tracts provide some additional selective advantage for the phages as they
are a common element in B. subtilis phage promoters.
The B. subtilis phage promoters used were similar to consensus promoter
sequences of E.coli utilizing the parameters set up by Mulligan et al. (1984). These
promoters’ sequences ranged from 90% to 65.1% homologous to the E.coli consensus
sequence. These promoters have regions upstream of the -35 region that are consistent
with the sequence directed bent regions mentioned above.
Promoters from both B. subtilis phage SP82 and <f>29 contain varying degrees
of DNA curvature upstream of the -35 region. To differentiate the effectiveness of
these curved DNA elements from wild type promoters, a competitive binding assay was
used to characterize the binding affinities between the major vegetative RNA
polymerases from E. coli and B. subtilis. This in vitro study indicated that while both
E. coli and B. subtilis are affected by regions of curved upstream DNA, a significant
difference in the fidelity exists between the two species. This data will be compared
to other in vivo work previously done in the laboratory (Pawylk, 1986).

M aterials and Methods

M aterials. Restriction enzymes, DNA modifying enzymes, and ribonucleases were
purchased either from Bethesda Research Laboratories or New England Biolabs.
Uridine 5’-triphosphate, tetrasodium salt [5,6-3H] was purchased from NEN Products.
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Nucleoside triphosphates were purchased from Sigma Chemical Company. All other
chemicals were of the highest grade available.

Bacterial strains and plasmids. Relevant strains of Escherichia coli and Bacillus
subtilis were obtained from the laboratory culture and are listed in Table 1.
Bacteriophage SP82 strains were also obtained from the laboratory culture collection.
The pDMP16 plasmid series was derived from pPL703, a B. subtilis plasmid, and was
modified by adding a replicon recognizable by E. coli from pBR322 (Pawlyk, 1986).

Table 1: Bacterial Strains Used for Chapter One
Strain

Relevant Genotype

Reference

JM83

F' araA(lac-proAB) rpsl
4>80dlacZAM15

Messing, 1979

MRE600

ma

Wade &
Robison, 1966

JM101

A(lac-proAB) sup E thi/F ’
traD36 proAB lacPZ AM15

Messing, etal. 1981

1A510 (PSL1)

leuA8 argl5 thrA recE4
r‘m' stp

Ostroff &
Pene, 1984

168

trpC2

Burkholder &
Giles, 1947

E. coli

B. subtilis
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Prom oters origin and sequences. All promoters referenced in this paper were either
from one of two B. subtilis phage, SP82 or $29. Promoters were previously isolated
by the filter binding technique (Achberger and Whitely, 1980).

DNA fragments

containing the promoters were isolated initially by restriction enzyme digestion of phage
SP82 or $29 followed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and diffusion elution and
chromatography on Whatman DE52. The promoters were cloned into M13 mp7 and
were recovered from M13 RF and inserted into plasmid vectors.

General DNA isolation and manipulations. Plasmid DNA was isolated using the
alkaline lysis method (Bimboim and Doly, 1979).

DNA manipulations followed

manufacturer’s guidelines or other well established procedures (Maniatis et ah, 1982;
Ausubel et al., 1989).

Competition binding assay. To test the relative in vitro binding strength of the eleven
promoters described above, a competition binding assay was developed. The promoters
were restricted from plasmid vectors generating DNA fragments of various lengths.
In the competition binding assay equal molar concentrations of DNA fragments were
allowed to compete for subsaturated concentrations of RNA polymerase. As several
of the fragments migrated at approximately the same molecular weight it was necessary
to perform each assay using overlapping subsets of the eleven promoters (Table 2).
The binding assay was performed by taking mixtures containing equal molar
concentrations of promoter fragments (1.5 mg/promoter) and allowing them to compete
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Table 2: Promoter Sets Used in RNA Polymerase-Promoter Binding Studies

Setl

Set2

Set3

Set4

Set5

Set6

A ccll4
Acc61
Mbol21
Mbo211
Mbo253
Mspl68
Msp301
Rsal77

A ccl14
Alul56
Alul56
Ball29
Mbol21
Mbo211
Mbo253
Msp301

A ccl14
Acc61
Mbol21
Mbo211
Mbo253
Mspl68
Msp301

Accl 14
Acc61
Mbol21
Mbo211
Mbo253
Rsal 17
Rsal77

A ccl14
Acc61
Mbol21
Mbo211
Mbo253
Msp301
R sal17
Rsal77

Accl 14
Acc61
Ball29
Mbol21
Mbo211
Mbo253
Msp301

for subsaturating concentrations of the major vegetative RNA polymerase from E. coli
or B. subtilis.

The buffer varied depending on the species used.

E. coli RNA

polymerase was assayed using 500 fd of buffer containing 40 mM Tris HC1 (pH 7.8),
20mM MgCl2 and 300mM NaCl. B. subtilis RNA polymerase was assayed using 500
fil of a buffer containing 40 mM Tris HC1 (pH 7.8), 10 mM MgCl2 and 50 mM NaCl.
Reaction time was five minutes for both series at 37°C. After the allotted time, the
reactions were passed through a nitrocellulose filter (SS BA85). Only DNA fragments
bound to RNA polymerase were retained on the filter. These fragments were eluted
from the filter using NASDE solution (0.5 M ammonium acetate, 10 mM magnesium
acetate, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate and 0.5 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
(EDTA)). The DNA was precipitated with ethanol, dried, rehydrated and run on a five
percent polyacrylamide gel.
Relative binding among these series of promoters was determined based on the
fraction of input DNA bound to RNA polymerase relative to the molar concentrations
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of the DNA fragments. The fraction of input DNA was determined by quantifying
silver grain densities on the negative of the gel using a densitometer (Bio-Rad, model
620). The DNA band densities were then normalized according to the fraction of DNA
in the control digest lane. Results from different binding assays were compared relative
to selected promoter fragments.

Electrophoretic analysis of DNA. Two types of electrophoresis were employed to
analyze DNA. When analysis involved DNA fragments typically of lengths 500 to 70
base pairs, typically a 5-8% polyacrylamide gel (30:0.5 acrylamiderbis acrylamide) was
used.

For analysis of larger fragments a 0.7% horizontal agarose gel system was

utilized. For both gel systems, a tris-boric acid-EDTA, TBE buffer (89 mM Tris, 89
mM boric acid, and 2.5 mM EDTA, pH 7.9) buffer system was used.

Determination of DNA curvature.

The relative mobility of the various phage

promoter fragments was determined on an 8% polyacrylamide vertical gel at 4°C in
order to maximize DNA curvature effect. Samples were run at 40 volts for 29 hours.
Buffer was continuously circulated with a peristaltic pump at a rate of 10 ml/minute.
The DNA samples were run at 65 °C at 50 volts for 6 hours to minimize the effect of
DNA curvature on DNA fragment mobility. The same TBE buffering system was used
for these gels. DNA fragments displaying significantly longer apparent lengths at 4°C
and 65 °C were designated as containing DNA curvature.
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RNA polymerase isolation. Core a-RNA polymerase from both E. coli MRE600 and
B. subtilis 168 was isolated separately by modifying established techniques (Achberger
and Whiteley, 1981; Spiegelman, et al., 1978). Two or three 12 1 batch cultures of
either B. subtilis or E. coli were grown aerobically in 1/21 broth (30 g Bacto tryptone,
15 g Bacto yeast extract, 30 g NaCl, pH to 7.2 with NaOH) to an optical density of
between 1.2 and 1.4. Typically 45-55g of cells were used. Cells were suspended in
minimal volume of Tris-HCl (pH 7.9)(1 ml per 5 g cells), 2.5 ml per g cells of buffer
A (10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF)), 1 /*g
lysozyme per 1 g cells and an additional 1 mg PMSF/g cell. Cells were lysed by
sonication.

The resulting cellular lysates were centrifuged in a Beckman J2-21

centrifuge with the JA-20 rotor for 15 min at 15 k. To the crude supernatant fraction,
polyethylene glycol 6000 (BDH Chemicals Ltd) and Dextran T 500 (Pharmacia) were
added simultaneously. To partition the enzyme, 16.2 ml of 30% PEG 8000 and 4.8 ml
of 20% Dextran T were added per 42 ml of B. subtilis crude extract. For E. coli, 20%
more PEG and 10% more Dextran T were added.

After centrifugation, the pellet

containing RNA polymerase was suspended in 8.8 ml 30% PEG and 3.86 g NaCl per
42 ml of crude extract. The polymerase was extracted from the DNA-dextran phase
with NaCl and fractionated with ammonium sulfate. The ammonium sulfate precipitate
containing RNA polymerase was solubilized in a minimal volume of 10 mM tris buffer
(pH 7.9), 15% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF),
5 mM 2-mercaptoethanol and 0.5 M NaCl. This solution was fractionated by column
chromatography (BioGel A-1.5 m, Bio Rad Laboratories) at 4°C.

The resulting
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fractions were analyzed initially by absorbance at 280 nm to detect protein containing
fractions. Fractions with high 280 readings were assayed for RNA polymerase activity
using an in vitro transcription assay. Enzymatically active fractions were concentrated
in an Amicon (model 202) filtration system under 42 psi nitrogen gas. This protein
concentrate was passed through a previously washed DNA-cellulose column prepared
by the Litman method (Litman, 1968). After the sample was loaded on the column the
column was eluted with a continuous NaCl gradient from 0.5 to 0.6 M NaCl. Fractions
containing RNA polymerase activity were retained. For B. subtilis RNA polymerase
the fractions were also analyzed by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis in order to determine
which constellation of RNA polymerase subunits were present.

Active fractions

containing o* and core subunits were then pooled, concentrated and stored at 10°C.
The B. subtilis 5 subunit was stripped from the RNA polymerase during DNA
cellulose chromatography.

Thus 5 subunit was isolated and then added to the

holoenzyme. DNA cellulose column fractions containing high concentrations of <5were
identified by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. Fractions thus identified were dissociated in
6 M urea, 25 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris HCL (pH 7.9) and 2 mM EDTA. The resulting
subunits were passed through a phosphocellulose column (Whatman) which had
previously been equilibrated with the same buffer. All polymerase subunits, except for
the 5 and a units were retained on the column. The 5 containing fraction was dialyzed
to remove the urea against 15% glycerol, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris
HC1 (pH 7.9) and 1 mM EDTA. The 5 and the a subunits were separated by DEAE
Sephadex A 25 column chromatography (Pharmacia Inc).
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To determine the amount of 5 necessary to saturate core sigma and form the
holoenzyme, a transcription titration curve was performed using T7 DNA. Since the
5-subunit discriminates against heterologous promoters, it inhibits RNA polymerase
transcription activity on E.coli phage T7 promoters.

The transcription assay was

performed using increasing concentrations of 5 with a defined concentration of core aRNA polymerase. The concentration of 5 that maximally inhibited transcription defined
the saturating concentration (Achberger and Whitely, 1981).

RNA polymerase concentration determination.

Protein concentration of RNA

polymerase was determined by Bio-Rad protein assay. A standard curve was made
using gamma-globulin as the reference protein.

Transcription assay.

RNA polymerase activity was determined by 3H-UTP

incorporation into transcription products (Spiegelman, et ah, 1978). A reaction mixture
consists of 250 /il of transcription buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 10 mM MgCl2,
50 mM NaCl (B.subtilis) or 100 mM NaCl (E. coli)), 5 /xg DNA (typically SP82 DNA
was used for determination of transcription activity) and from 0-81 /xg RNA
polymerase. Reactions were stopped by precipitation with 10% trichloroacetic acid
(TCA) and then passed through glass filters (Schleicher and Schuell) which were
washed with 5 % TCA. Filters were dried, placed in scintillation cocktail and read in
liquid scintillation counter (Beckman LS 6800).
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Results

Prom oter nucleotide sequences and analysis. A set of promoter DNA fragments was
chosen for analysis. The promoters were contained in bacteriophage M13mp7 and
plasmid pUC8 derivatives. The source of each promoter (i.e., bacteriophage SP82 or
029), the length of the DNA fragment generated by restriction enzyme digestion, and
the restriction enzymes used to generate the fragments are listed in Table 3.

Table 3: Origin of Promoter Containing DNA Fragments and Lengths of DNA
Fragments Generated by Restriction Enzyme Digestion.

Promoter

Source

Length®

Restriction
Enzvme

Alul56
Rsal77
Mbo253
Mbol21
Mspl68
Ball 29

SP82
SP82
SP82
SP82
SP82
SP82

Mbo211
Msp301
R sall7
A ccll4
Acc61

SP82
SP82
029
029
029

186
207
271
139
215
374
157
229
331
147
140
71

EcoRI
EcoRI
EcoRI
EcoRI
EcoRI
EcoRI
EcoRI-PstI
EcoRI
EcoRI
EcoRI
AccI-EcoRI
AccI-EcoRI

* DNA fragment in base pairs

In electrophoretic mobility studies or RNA polymerase binding studies, DNA fragments
of different lengths were needed to electrophoretically separate many promoter DNA
fragments in the same sample.
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The nucleotide sequence of the RNA polymerase binding region of each
promoter is listed in Figure 1. This collection of promoters is unique in the degree of
nucleotide sequence conservation observed in the -10 and -35 regions. There were
minor deviations from the a70 E.coli and a* B. subtilis RNA polymerase consensus
sequence at the -10 region (5’-TATAAT-3’) and -35 region (5’-TTGACA-3’).

In

addition, sequence homology was observed in the -16 region of the promoters. This
region would lie on the same face of B-form helical DNA as the -35 region. The -16
region had one of two distinct sequence motifs: 5’-GTGTG-3’ or 5’-CCATG-3’. Only
four of the eleven promoters deviated from one or the other of these two sequence
motifs. Another region with sequence conservation is located around -45. This region
contains tracts of 4-6 adenines, which were observed in eight of eleven promoters.
These so-called adenine tracts or adenine tracts are indicative of sequence-dependent
DNA curvature.
Curvature imparted by adenine tracts is additive when there are multiple adenine
tracts phased with a 10-11 bp periodicity. The nucleotide sequence upstream of the -35
region for each promoter is listed in Figure 2. Tracts of adenines and thymines are the
distinguishing features of these regions. The sequence is marked with triangles to
indicate the location of possible "bend loci." These regions were determined by the
following rules. Based on hydroxyl radical chemical footprinting of adenine tracts and
thymine tracts, thymine tracts, bend loci are located to regions in which the minor
groove is compressed (Burkoff and Tullius, 1987). They are located at the 3’ end of
adenine tracts with 4-7 residues and at the 5’ end of thymine tracts of 4-7 residues

TGCAAAAAGTTGTTGACTTTCTCTACGAGGTGTGGCATAATAATCTTAACAAC A 1 u 1 5 6
TCAAAATAATCCTTGACTTTCCCTACGAGGTGTGACATAATAGAGTCAACACA R s a l 7 7
TGTACATATTGATTGACTTCTGCCACCAAGTGTGCAATAATTATAGTAACATC M b o2 5 3
TACAAAAAGGTATTGACTTTATCTACAGAGCGTGCAATAATTTAATTACAGCG M b o l 2 1
ATGAAAAAGTGCTTGACAATTTCCAATACCCATGACAAAATGGAATCAACAGT M s p l 6 8
ATGAAAAAGTTGTTGACATTTCTTCCCATCCATGCTATAATAAAGTCATAGAG B a 1 1 2 9
ACAAAATAACACTTGACTTTACATACGCCCCATGCAATAATTTAGGTATCAGC M b o 2 1 1
TGAAGGAAGCACTTGCCAACCAAGGAAAATTATGTAATAATTTGTTCAGGGCA M s p 3 0 1
AACTATTAATGTTTGACAACTATTACAGAGTATGCTATAATGGTAGTATCAAT R s a l l 7
TATAGAAAAGTGTTGAAAATTGTCGAACAGGGTGATATAATAAAAGAGTAGAA A c c l l 4
ATAAAAAAGTCTTGCAAAAAGTTATACAGGTGTGGTTAAATAGAGAACGTAGG A c c 6 1

Figure 1:

Nucleotide sequence of promoters from bacteriophage SP82 and $29. The bolded nucleotide
corresponds to the highly conserved nucleotides at the -35 and -10 regions that typify
promoters recognized by B. Subtilis o* RNA polymerase. The +1 nucleotide marks the first
nucleotide of the nascent RNA for each promoter except Acc61, which can initiate at the
nucleotide on either side of this point.
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1
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AACAACCTTTTATTAAAACCTTGTAAAACTTTGTCGAACTTTTTATAGAAAAGTGTTGAAAATTGTCGAAC A c c 1 1 4

Y

Y

Y

TTCTACATCCAGAACAACCTCTGCTAAAATTCCTGAAAAATTTTGCAAAAACTTGTTGACTTTCTCTACGA A l u l 5 6

1

Y

Y

Y

TCCTCAGTGATATTGTTAGGGAAATAAAATTCCCCCGAATTTCACAAAATAACACTTGACTTTACATACGC M b o 2 1 1

Y

Y

Y

CTATACCCCAGAGTACCCCTAAGAAAAAATATCTACAGAAAATATGAAAAAGTTGTTGACATTTCTTCCCA B a l l 2 9

Y

Y

GATCCACGCTGTGTAAAAATTTTACAAAAAGGTATTGACTTTATCTATAC M b o l 2 1

Y

Y

ACAGCATTACAACGTAGAAGAAATTTCAAAATAATCCTTGACTTTCCCTACGA R s a l 7 7

Y

Y

Y

Y

CATAAGGATTTGTGGGCGTTCTTGTCGAAAAACGTCAACATTTTATAAAAAAGTCTGCAAAAAGTTATACA

Y

'

1

A cc61

Y

TGCCTAAGGGTCCTACAACAGGACCCTTTTTCTATGCCTACTAATGAAAAAGTGCTTGACAATTTCCAATA M s p l 6 8

Y

TCGAATTGAGGTCTGATGGTAGGGCGGGTCTCCCGCACCTTTTTGTACATATTGATTGACTTCTGCCACCA M b o 2 5 3

■

Y

ATTGTAGAAATAAACGATCAAATCGTTTTAGAATGGGAGAATTAACTATTAATGTTTGAGAACTATTACAG R s a l l 7

Y

ATACAGAAAAAGAGTCAGTAAGACGAATACCTAGTAATTCTCATGAAGGAAGCACTTGCCAACCAAGGAAA M s p 3 0 1

Figure 2:

Nucleotide sequence upstream of the -35 region of promoters. Bend loci ( t )denoted above each
sequence. The -35 promoter region is represented by the bolded letters. The promoters listed
are those represented in Figure 1.
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between the first two thymines. Bend loci are also located at mixed tracts of A and T,
Aj/Tg,, where n = 2-4 and n + m = 6-7. In these AnTra tracts, the bend locus are
located at the 3’ end of the adenines.
To permit the degree of DNA curvature to be compared between promoters, a
numerical "curvature score" was determined by the procedure proposed by Plaskon and
Wartell (1987).

While their parameters are inadequate for calculating an absolute

degrees of curvature, they were useful for comparing a series of sequences for relative
curvature. Our scoring, like that of Plaskon and Wartell, treated tracts of 4-7 adenines
or 4-7 thymines as equal. Even though it is known that the length of the tract affects
the bend angle of the tract, we justified our simplification by the fact that all tracts in
this study were 4-6 nucleotides long. In our scoring scheme, single, isolated adenine
or thymine tracts were scored as 0.6. The presence of multiple bend loci increased the
scores depending on their location relative to each other. Bend loci separated by 10-11
bp, the helical periodicity of B-form helix, increase the degree of curvature in an
additive fashion. Two bend loci separated by 10-11 bp were scored 1.5, bend loci 9
or 12 bp apart were scored 1.0 and bend loci 20-22 bp apart (i.e., two helical turns)
were scored as 0.75. In this scheme, tracts of less that 4 nucleotides were not scored.
The calculated composite scores for the individual promoters were enumerated by
totalling the scores for all bend loci as shown on Table 4. Values ranged from a high
of 6.5 for the A ccll4 promoter down to values of 0.6 for promoters with a single bend
locus associated with the promoter.
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Table 4; Relative Mobility of Promoter Containing DNA Fragments Electrophoresed
on Polyacrylamide Gel at 5°C.
Promoter
score0

Actual
Length*

R sall7
Ball29
A ccll4
Rsal77
Alul56
Mbol21
Mbo253
Mbo211
Mspl68
Msp301
Acc61

147
157
140
207
186
139
271
229
215
331
71

Apparent lengthb

Apparent/Actual

163
213
179
217
224
174
292
259
227
411
106

1.11
1.36
1.27
1.05
1.20
1.25
1.08
1.13
1.06
1.24
1.49

Curvature
0.6
2.75
6.5
0.6
5.5
3.0
0.6
2.5
0.6
3.6
3.5

* Actual length determined by DNA sequencing of the fragment.
b As determined by polyacrylamide electrophoresis at 5°C.
c Numerical rating of the degree of DNA curvature as explained in the results section.

Two of these promoters isolated from <£29, A ccll4 and Acc61, are tandem
promoters. Therefore, the degree in vivo o f curvature may potentially be influenced
by both regions of curvature (Figure 3). A total of ten bend loci were identified in the
promoter regions of these two promoters. Also, at least two of the promoters, Mbo253
and Mspl68, had transcription terminators adjacent to the -35 region (Figure 4). The
presence of the terminators places additional constraints on the sequence upstream of
the -35 region and may explain the lack of significant sequence-dependent DNA
curvature in these promoters.

Y

TCTATTAGTACTACTTAATTATACCACGTGAACCCTTGATACATAAGGATTTGTGGGCGTTCTTGTCGAAAAACGTCA
-3 5
Y

Y

A cc61

-1 0

‘

i

Y

ACATTTTATAAAAAAGTCTTGCAAAAAGTTATACAGGTGTGGTTAAATAGAGAACGTAGACAACAACCTTTTATTAAA
-3 5

1

1

1

1

i

ACC114

-1 0

Y

!

y

ACCTTGTAAAACTTTGTCGAACTTTTTATAGAAAAGTGTTGAAAATTGTCGAACAGGGTGATATAATAAAAGAGTAGA

Y

AGAGATACAGAGTCTACAAATATAAATAGAAAGTGGGACGAAGAAATGGCAAAAATGATGCAGAGAGAAATCACAAAG

Figure 3:

Nucleotide sequence of the DNA containing <j>29 tandem promoters Acc61 and A ccll4.
The -10 and -35 region of each promoter are in bold letters. The bend loci are marked
by the arrow heads ( Y J .
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A
C A
A
C
T A
C-G
C-G
U-A
G-C
G-C
G-C
A-U
5 ’...UGCCTA-UUUU 3’
Mspl68

C
T T
G-C
G-C
G-C
C-G
G-C
I A
G-C
G-C
5’...AUGGUA-UUUUU 3’
Mbo253

Figure 4: Proposed rho-independant transcription terminators located upstream of the
promoters in Mspl68 and Mbo253. The predicted RNA sequence is shown
in the secondary structure of rho-independant terminators. Each is predicted
have a stable stem and loop structure.
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Relative electrophoretic mobility of prom oter containing DNA fragments. DNA
fragments are detectable with sequence dependent DNA curvature by their unusually
slow migration on polyacrylamide gels at reduced temperatures (figure 5).

Their

apparent molecular lengths were determined by comparing their electrophoretic mobility
on polyacrylamide gels to molecular size markers that did not contain curved DNA.
Aberrant mobility was recorded as a ratio of the apparent molecular size, based on
electrophoretic mobility, and the actual size of the molecule based on the nucleotide
sequence. DNA without curvature would have a value close to 1.0 for this ratio. The
promoter containing DNA fragments showed varying amounts of aberrant mobility with
values ranging from a high of 1.36 to a low of 1.05 (Table 4). The bend loci position
within the DNA fragment affects its relative mobility. However, this migration is much
less pronounced for small DNA fragments. In this study the DNA fragments which
were analyzed were small with ranges from 71 to 331 bp (Table 4).
It was previously shown that, at elevated temperature, curved DNA molecules
migrated with electrophoretic mobilities similar to those observed for non-curved DNA
molecules (Diekmann and Wang, 1985). For every promoter fragment, the apparent
lengths were significantly closer to the actual base pair lengths when the fragments were
electrophoresed at 65°C (Table 5). Collectively, these observations are consistent with
the proposed existence of curved DNA. There was a general correlation between the
degree of DNA curvature determined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and the
curvature scores calculated from the nucleotide sequence and the location of bend loci.
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Figure 5: Promoters from SP82 and <£29 analyzed for apparent length at
5°C by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Low temperature
10 % polyacrylamide gel which maximizes aberrant mobilities
for DNA containing bent regions. DNA Standard Marker (STD)
is pBR322 digested with Avail and Avail! EcoKL
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This indicates that the modified curvature score parameters determined in this study
have merit when comparing the degree of curvature found in different regions of DNA.

Table 5: Comparison of the Apparent Length of Promoter Containing DNA Fragments
Determined by Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis at 5°C and at 65°C.

Promoter

Actual
Length*

R sa ll7
Ball 29
Accl 14
Rsal77
Alul56
Mbol21
Mbo253
Mbo211
Mspl68
Msp301
Acc61

147
157
140
207
186
139
271
229
215
331
71

' As
b As
0 As
d As

5°C
Apparent lengthb
163
213
179
217
224
157
292
259
227
411
106

65 °C
Apparent length'
151
199
160
213
209
154
282
233
216
341
91

Curvature scored
0.6
2.75
6.5
0.6
5.5
3.0
0.6
2.5
0.6
3.6
3.5

determined by nucleotide sequencing of the fragment.
determined by polyacrylamide electrophoresis
at 5°C.
determined by polyacrylamide electrophoresis
at65°C.
explained in the results section.

An example of promoter fragments electrophoresed at 65 °C is shown on figure 6. This
is consistent with the established occurrence of curved DNA.

For example, the

promoter having the highest curvature score (A ccll4) ran with an apparent to actual
ratio (ap/ac) of 1.27 at 5°C. At 65°C this same promoter ran at an ap/ac of 1.14.
Other promoters with less curvature migrated close to their actual length. For example,
Mbo211 which had a curvature score of 0.6 had an ap/ac at 4°C of 1.08 and an ap/ac
at 65°C of 1.04.
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Figure 6: SP82 and 029 Promoters Run on a 10% Polyacrylamide gel at
65°C. High temperature polyacrylamide gel which minimizes
aberrant fragment mobilities for DNA containing bent regions.
DNA Standard Marker (STD) is pBR322 digested with Avail
and Avall/EcoRI
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Affinity of E. coli and B. subtilis RNA polymerases for a set of B. subtilis phage
prom oters.

To test the in vitro binding of E. coli and B. subtilis RNA phage

polymerases to the set of phage promoters, competition binding assays were performed
as described in the Materials and Methods section.

Briefly, a mixture of DNA

fragments each containing a unique promoter were allowed to compete for limiting
amounts of either B. subtilis or E. coli RNA polymerase.

DNA fragments with

promoters which enable RNA polymerase to bind with high affinity will be the ones
predominantly bound when RNA polymerase is in low concentrations.

When the

concentration of RNA polymerase is increased, DNA fragments with promoters that
have a lower affinity for RNA polymerase will be bound. Thus, by titrating promoter
containing DNA fragments with varying RNA polymerase concentrations, it is possible
to determine the relative affinity or strength of binding for this group of promoters.
A Representative competition binding assay gel is shown in Figure 7 for B. subtilis and
Figure 8 for E.coli. Each reaction contained equaimolar amounts of 7-8 different
promoter containing DNA fragments. Since it was not possible to analyze all promoter
DNA fragments in a single reaction, several overlapping subsets of promoters were
used. Extensive overlap in the promoters found in each subset permitted normalization
and direct comparison of different binding reactions. Binding results were quantified
and tabulated for three different concentrations of each RNA polymerase.
The B. subtilis RNA polymerase clearly differentiated among the promoters even
at low RNA polymerase concentrations (Table 6). The most efficiently bound promoter
was Ball29 followed by Rsal 17 and A ccll4. At 1.8 /xg of RNA polymerase, the other
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R

A ccol

Msp301

Rsa
Acc
M do

Figure 7:

Competition Binding Assay for B. Subtilis RNA polymerase.
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was used to separate the
promoter containing DNA fragments listed to the left of the
photograph. The p.g RNA polymerase added per assay is listed
at the top of individual lanes. The last lane, labeled
"control" contains all DNA fragments used in the binding
reaction. The marker lane is PBR322 digested with Mspl.

Figure 8: Polyacrylamide gel of Competition Binding Assay for E. coli
RNA polymerase. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis was used
to separate the promoter containing DNA fragments listed to
the left of the photograph. The ^g RNA polymerase added per
assay is listed at the top of individual lanes. The last lane,
labeled "control" contains all DNA fragments used in the binding
reaction. The marker lane is pBR322 digested with Mspl.
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promoters were weakly bound. At the intermediate enzyme amount, 5.5 /zg, binding
was observed to Alul56 and Mbol21 in addition to those noted above. The highest
amount of RNA polymerase used, 16.5 fig, permitted significant binding to all
promoters with Msp301 and Acc61 the least effectively bound. The order of promoter
preference by B. subtilis RNA polymerase was essentially unchanged for each enzyme
concentration.

Table 6: Fraction of Promoter Containing DNA Fragments Bound by B. subtilis
RNA Polymerase as a Function of Enzyme Amounts
B. subtilis
RNA POLYMERASE {fig!assay)
Promoter

1.8

5.5

16.5

Ball29a

0.61

0.67

0.69

RsallT

0.28

0.55

0.66

A ccll4

0.25

0.52

0.54

Alul56

0.04

0.18

0.37

Mbol21

0.04

0.10

0.33

Rsal77

0.03

0.04

0.30

Mbo211

0.03

0.07

0.27

Mbo253

0.02

0.06

0.26

Mspl68

0.01

0.05

0.19

Msp301

0.02

0.04

0.07

Acc61

0.01

0.03

0.05

a Fraction of input DNA recovered from a nitrocellulose filter following collection of
promoter DNA-RNA polymerase complexes by filtration.
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Similar experiments were performed using RNA polymerase isolated from E.
coli (Table 7).

Table 7: Fraction of Promoter Containing DNA Fragments Bound as a Function
of E. coli RNA Polymerase Concentration.
E.coli
RNA POLYMERASE (pig/assay)

Promoter

1.8

5.5

16.5

Ball29

0.27*

0.45

0.51

R sall7

0.20

0.47

0.26

A ccll4

0.20

0.46

0.59

Alul56

0.13

0.31

0.32

Rsal77

0.14

0.30

0.30

Mbo253

0.12

0.26

0.76

Mbol21

0.12

0.26

0.60

Mbo211

0.16

0.24

0.42

Mspl68

( )b

0.2

0.37

Msp301

0.10

0.14

0.29

Acc61

0.05

0.06

0.07

* Fraction of input DNA recover from a nitrocellulose filter collection of
promoter DNA-RNA polymerase complexes by filtration.
b Unable to confirm the binding data at this concentration.

At low enzyme concentration, 1.8 pig, this polymerase demonstrated low binding but,
significant binding to all promoters. There was a preference in binding similar to that
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observed with the B. subtilis RNA polymerase showing greatest affinity for Ball29
followed by Accl 14 and Rsal 17. While this order of preference was maintained at the
intermediate amount of RNA polymerase, 5.5 f i g , binding preference pattern changed
dramatically at 16.5 f i g E. coli RNA polymerase.

The Mbo253 promoter bound

effectively followed in order by Mbol21, Accl 14, Ball29, Mbo211, Mspl68, Alul56,
Rsal77, Msp301, Rsal 17, and Acc61.

Discussion

The major goal of this study was to evaluate promoter function in terms of three
sequence features (1) the degree of agreement with the consensus sequence for
promoters recognized by the major form of RNA polymerase, (2) the nucleotide
sequence at the "-16 region" and (3) the DNA curvature associated with the promoter.
In this study, RNA polymerase binding was chosen as a parameter to measure promoter
function. The site-specific binding of RNA polymerase to the promoter is only part of
the process leading to transcription initiation.

RNA polymerase binding relative to the prom oter consensus nucleotide
sequence. To analyze RNA polymerase binding with respect to the consensus sequence
for promoters, we chose the consensus derived for the a70-containing form of E. coli
RNA polymerase (Pribnow, 1975; Siebenlist, 1980; Hawley and McClure, 1983). This
is the major form of RNA polymerase in this bacterium and all sequence information
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indicates that the consensus nucleotide sequence at the -10 and -35 regions matches that
of the major form of B. subtilis RNA polymerase, the (/"-containing enzyme. These
were the RNA polymerases used in this study. A numerical value or "homology score"
was assigned each promoter using the parameters of Mulligan, et al. (1984). The
scores are essentially the percent homology to the nucleotide consensus at the -10 and 35 regions and flanking regions (Table 8).

They range from 89.9 for the Ball29

promoter to 65.1 for Acc61. Promoters from E. coli genome range from 79.9 to 31.4.
To put these homology scores in perspective, for the E. coli RNA polymerase,
Mulligan, et al. found that a 10 point difference in the homology score reflected a 10
fold change in the in vitro binding parameters measured.
In general, the binding of E. coli and B. subtilis RNA polymerase appeared to
closely correlate with the homology to the promoter consensus.

In each case, the

Ball29 promoter, which contains the consensus recognition sequences at -10 and -35
regions, was bound most efficiently in an equilibrium situation.

The two RNA

polymerases had the lowest affinity for the three promoters with the lowest homology
scores.
The B. subtilis RNA polymerase distinguished between the promoters to a much
greater extent than E. coli RNA polymerase. While the order of promoter binding
affinities between E. coli and B. subtilis RNA polymerases to this set of promoters was
similar, the relative difference between the strongest and weakest bound promoters was
significant. E. coli RNA polymerase showed only a five-fold difference in binding
affinity among the promoters. In contrast, B. subtilis RNA polymerase showed a sixty
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Table 8: Summary of RNA Polymerase Promoter Selection Relative to Homology
to the Consensus Nucleotide Sequence and DNA Curvature.
Promoter

Ball29
R sal17
Alul56
Rsal77
Mbo211
Accl 14
Mbol21
Mbo253
Mspl68
Msp301
Acc61

Homology
Score8
89.9
82.8
82.2
82.2
78.1
77.5
76.9
76.3
75.1
66.3
65.1

Promoter Selection Orderb
E. coli
B. subtilis
1
2
4
5
8
3
7
6
9
10
11

1
2
4
6
7
3
5
8
9
10
11

Curvature
Score0
2.75
0.6
5.5
0.6
2.5
6.5
3.0
0.6
0.6
3.6
3.5

a Per cent homology with the consensus nucleotide sequence of promoters recognized
by the <r70RNA polymerase of E. coli using the parameters of Mulligan, et al. (1984).
b Ranking of binding at low RNA polymerase concentrations from Table 6 and Table
7 in the Results section.
0 Numerical score reflecting the cooperative positioning of bend loci from Table 4,
Results.

to seventy-fold difference in binding affinity among these promoters. This suggests that
in addition to the conserved nucleotides at -10 and -35, sequences such as the curved
DNA regions upstream of the -35 region, have an influence in binding in vitro with B.
subtilis RNA polymerase.
It was noted in the Results section that the relative binding orders changed at
higher RNA polymerase concentrations. The change in promoter preference may relate
to the stability of complexes formed and to the association rate for individual
promoters. At low RNA polymerase concentrations, promoters with high association
rates will predominate in the competition binding assay. At near saturating amounts of
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RNA polymerase, most promoters have the opportunity to form enzyme-DNA
complexes, and the stability of the complexes formed influences the retention on the
nitrocellulose filter in this assay.

Sequence-dependent DNA curvature and RNA polymerase binding. For the
binding of B. subtilis RNA polymerase, promoters that bound tighter than would be
predicted by just the homology score were found to contain significant curved DNA
upstream of the -35 region. These include the Accl 14 and Mbol21 promoters, which
had curvature scores of 6.5 and 3.0, respectively (Table 4). Where the promoters in
our set had the same homology score, such as those with Alul56 and Rsal77, the
promoter containing DNA curvature was found to bind RNA polymerase more
efficiently. For a weak promoter, such as the Acc61, the presence of a high DNA
curvature score was insufficient to overcome the nonconsensus -10 region, -35 region
and spacing between these regions. It is possible that the 18 bp spacing in the promoter
between the -10 and -35 regions (e.g., 17 bp is optimal) reduced the significance of
upstream curved DNA to RNA polymerase binding. On the 029 genome, the Acc61
promoter is located immediately before a strongly bound promoter, the Accl 14
promoter (Figure 3). Furthermore, the Msp301 promoter contains DNA curvature, this
curvature is not located immediately upstream of the -35 region as found with our other
promoters (Figure 2).
For the E. coli RNA polymerase, the only clear deviation from the above direct
correlation was the Accl 14 promoter.

This enzyme had a greater affinity for this
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promoter than predicted from the homology score. The Accl 14 promoter contains the
most extensive DNA curvature of any promoter listed. If the E. coli RNA polymerase
is affected by upstream DNA curvature, there is no evidence for this in the data from
the other promoters in this series.

Other minor deviations in the direct correlation

between enzyme binding and promoter homology score cannot be explained in terms
o f DNA curvature. It is possible that these minor deviations in promoter strength are
a result of additional sequence regions not identified.

Role of the -16 region in prom oter selection by RNA polymerase. There was
no correlation between the nucleotide sequence in the -16 region and the binding of
RNA polymerase from either source. Every promoter has the highly conserved 5’-TG3’ at -14'and -15. At the -18 to -16 region, promoters have variations on one of two
motifs, 5’-GTG-3’ or 5’-CCA-3\ This region while conserved in these promoters does
not appear to be the source of promoter selection by the RNA polymerases.

Comparison of in vitro RNA polymerase binding to in vivo gene expression.
In a earlier study (D. Pawlyk, 1986), each promoter used in the present work was fused
to the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (cat) gene of pDMP16. These transcription
fusions permitted measurements of promoter specific cat expression. The distinguishing
finding of the in vivo studies was the lack of discrimination of E. coli RNA polymerase
for different promoters and the dramatic difference in expression from different
promoters in B. subtilis.
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The lack of discrimination by the E. coli RNA polymerase agrees with the
binding studies in the present research. There was no more than a 5-fold difference in
binding among the promoters tested.

For the E. coli these promoters represented

"strong" or efficiently used promoters, and would explain a lack of discrimination
among the promoters tested.
For B. subtilis, there was a clear discrimination among the promoters tested.
Three promoters were not successfully fused to the cat gene, Ball29, Alul56, and
Acc61. As with the binding studies, one promoter that was used more efficiently than
predicted was the Accl 14 promoter. This promoter was the second most effectively
used of those examined. In vivo cat results correlate with binding data. One promoter
that behaved differently in the two assays was the Mbo253 promoter. This promoter
has a transcription terminator upstream of the -35 region and, thus, no curved DNA.
Mbo253 ranked 8 out of 11 in binding RNA polymerase, but it was the third most
efficient in vivo gene expression studies. "Promoter strength" is usually defined as the
number of transcripts initiated from a promoter per unit time.

RNA polymerase

binding, RNA polymerase-promoter complex formation, initiation, and promoter
clearance are all components of promoter strength.

It is likely that the Mbo253

promoter has modest binding parameters but superior initiation and promoter clearance.

It is surprising that in vitro binding of B. subtilis RNA polymerase correlates so
closely to in vivo gene expression.

It appears that the primary consideration for
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promoter utilization is enzyme binding. RNA polymerase binding studies represent
valid test of promoter function in vitro.

CHAPTER 2
EFFECT O F DNA CURVATURE ON INITIATION COMPLEXES BY
BACILLUS SUBTILIS
RNA POLYMERASE AS A FUNCTION
O F TEMPERATURE

Introduction
Curved DNA is a major control element in transcription initiation. This appears
to be particularly true of promoters from Bacillus subtilis. The question remains, how
does sequence-dependent DNA curvature enhance transcription? Upstream activator
proteins, such as IHF, appear to behave in a manner similar to that observed with
curved DNA. That is, these proteins structure DNA in unusual conformations and
permit upstream DNA interactions.
Previous in vitro and in vivo studies demonstrated a critical factor involving
enhanced promoter function is DNA curvature. For greatest transcription stimulation
the curve must be maintained on the same side as the -35 region (McAllister and
Achberger, 1988). In these studies, oligonucleotides were inserted which changed the
orientation of the curve relative to the promoter. The effect was observed using a filter
binding assay. The filter binding assay measures a variety of RNA polymerase-DNA
complexes as long as they are stable enough to be trapped by filtration. Initial studies
were not able to distinguish which step(s) were dependent on the curved DNA. These
studies suggested that the curve was affiliated with a step that came after the initial
formation of the RNA polymerase-promoter complex. This could be the isomerization
step which involves untwisting of the DNA and a major conformational change in the
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enzyme or the formation of the open complex. In this work, we tested whether the
DNA curvature was acting to facilitate the isomerization.
Transcription initiation is influenced by DNA bending caused by both sequencespecific DNA components and protein factors. It has recently been found by scanning
force microscopy that E. coli RNA polymerase in the absence of intrinsically curved
DNA or other known DNA bending proteins is capable o f bending DNA (Rees, et al.,
1993).

From this data it has been suggested that changes in footprinting between

different complexes possibly involves DNA bending rather than conformational changes
in the polymerase. This is contrary to the generally accepted view of transcription
(McClure, 1985).
Temperature and counterion concentration are commonly varied to differentiate
the steps or complexes leading to transcription initiation. At temperatures 15 °C to
20°C in the E. coli XPR promoter the isomerization step is the rate limiting step (Roe,
et al., 1985). Assaying DNA polymerase bonding after a temperature shift was useful
in differentiating polymerase-DNA complexes leading to open complex formation. The
initial closed-promoter complex can form at low temperatures, while the isomerization
reaction, the second closed complex formation, is inhibited. Promoters limited at low
temperature are deficient in isomerization.
Since previous studies only addressed the overall effects of upstream DNA
curvature, we undertook this study to test the effects of temperature on the promoter
complexes facilitated by curved DNA. We used a series of promoters derived from the
Alul56 promoter of the B. subtilis bacteriophage SP82 to asses the effect of
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temperature on promoter complexes. Alul56 contains in phase adenine tracts upstream
of the -35 promoter region that were shown to be regions of bent DNA. Mutants
available in the laboratory contain from 6 to 29 base pair insertions between the -35
region and the first adenine tract (McAllister and Achberger, 1988). Additionally, to
study effects that occur with minimal displacement of the upstream DNA curvature, a
three base pair insertion between the -35 region and the first adenine tract was added
to our promoter series. This + 3 insertion was generated by site directed mutagenesis.
The promoters Alul56, +11 and +21 have the DNA curvature on the same face as the
promoter while + 6, +15, + 25 placed the curve on the opposite side of the DNA
With this series of promoters it was possible to perform in vitro

(Figure 9).

temperature studies to identify RNA polymerase/promoter complexes involved in
stimulation by bent DNA.

Materials and Methods

M aterials.

Materials were the same as enumerated in Chapter 1.

Additionally,

Uridine-5’-triphosphate (tetra salt [a-32P]) was purchased from NEN Research Products
and deoxynucleoside triphosphates were purchased from Boehringer Mannheim
Biochemicals.

RNA Polymerase isolation and protein concentration determination. Isolation of
B. subtilis RNA polymerase was performed using the technique of Achberger and

A

RNA

P o ly m e r a s e

Promocer

|)

Promoter

Figure 9:

Location of the DNA curve relative to the face of the
Promoter and RNA polymerase bound to the promoter.
A: Corresponds to promoters Alu 156, + 9, +11, +21
B: Corresponds to promoters + 6, +15, +25
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Whitely (1981) as previously mentioned in Chapter 1.

Protein concentration was

determined by the Bio-Rad Protein Assay procedure also as previously described.

Bacterial strains. Most bacterial strains were available from stocks in the laboratory.
E. coli strains CJ236 and MV1190 were kindly provided from the laboratory of Dr.
J.R. Battista, Department of Microbiology, Louisiana State University.

Bacterial

strains are listed in Table 9.

Table 9: Bacterial Strains Used in Chapter 2.
Strain

Relevant Genotype

Reference

JM83

F ' araA(lac-proAB) rpsl
<f)80dlacZAMl5

Messing, 1979

MRE600

ma

Wade &
Robison, 1966

JM101

A(lac-pro AB) sup E thi/F ’
traD36 proAB lacFZ AM 15

Messing, et al. 1981

CJ236

dut-1 ung-1 thi-1 re/A-1
pC Jl 05 (CM1)

Kunkle, et al. 1987

MV1190

A(lac~pro AB) thi sup E
A(srl~rec 4)306::TnlO (tet1)
[F’:tra D36 pro AB lacFZ AM15

Bio-Rad, 1993

trpC2

Burkholder &
Giles, 1947

E. coli

B. subtilis

168

Oligonucleotide-directed in vitro mutagenesis.

For the construction of uracil

containing phage an overnight culture of E. coli CJ236 (dut-,ung-, F +) was grown in
2xYT medium (2% Tryptone, 1% yeast extract, 0.5% NaCl, Ph 7.2) containing
30^1/ml chloramphenicol. From this culture, 0.4 ml of cells was added to 8fil of titered
M13 A lul56 (multiplicity of infection about 0.2) in a 250 ml flask. After adsorption
for 5 minutes, 20 ml of 2xYT was added. The cells and phage were then incubated for
7 hours at 37°C.

The cells were then pelleted by centrifugation at 10000 rpm 10

minutes in a Beckman J2-21 centrifuge.

The phage containing supernatant was

transferred to a polypropolyene tube and 100 fig of RNase was added at room
temperature (22°C) for 30 minutes. To pellet the phage particles, a 1/4 volume 3.5 M
ammonium acetate, 20% polyethylene glycol solution was added to the supernatant.
This solution was mixed well and kept on ice for 30 minutes, and then centrifuged at
12000 rpm for 30 minutes. The phage pellet was resuspended in 200/xl high salt (100
mM Tris-HCl buffer pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA and 300 mM NaCl) and kept on ice for 30
minutes.

The phage suspension was then clarified by centrifugation in a

microcentrifuge 2 minutes with the supernatant fraction being transferred to a fresh tube
and refrigerated. The phage suspension was titered on CJ236 and MV1190. A phage
titer of 5x10" plaque forming units (pfu) on CJ236 strain and at least 104 pfu lower on
strain MV1190 (dut+ ung+) was considered to be usable for the mutagenic procedure.
The uracil containing phage DNA was first isolated by extracting the phage
suspension with Tris buffer-saturated phenol three times. The aqueous phase was then
extracted once with phenol/chloroform and then five times with chloroform/isoamyl
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alcohol. To improve the yield, 100 fil of TE (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1 mM EDTA) was
added to each of the phenol extraction steps. All of the aqueous phases were pooled,
a 1/10 volume of 7.8 M ammonium acetate was added followed by a 2.5 volume
ethanol.

This mixture was mixed and put at -60°C for 1 hour.

The sample was

centrifuged for 15 minutes at 15,000 rpm in a microcentrifuge and the supernatant
decanted.

The remaining pellet was washed with a 80% solution of ethanol. The

purified phage DNA was finally resuspended in 20/xl of TE. A small aliquot (2fil) of
phage DNA was run on a 7 % Agarose gel (Ameresco Agarose I, Biotech Grade) to
determine approximate concentration and purity.
The primer for mutagenesis was synthesized in the Department of Biochemistry,
Louisiana State University and was deprotected in our laboratory using standard
procedures (Ausubel, et al. p 2.11.10). The primer was 22 bases long and identical in
sequence to the upstream region of the Alu\56 promoter with the exception that it
contains a three base insertion and a thymine to cytosine transition.

Successful

mutagenesis of this promoter generates a Hpal site which was used to screen resulting
plasmids. To improve the efficiency of the primer, it was first phosphorylated with T4
polynucleotide kinase (Gibco BRL) at 37°C for 45 minutes.

The reaction was

terminated by heating the sample to 65°C for 10 minutes.
Approximately 200 ng of phage with uracil-containing DNA was added to
several dilutions of the phosphorylated primer. The difficulty in accurately quantifying
the primer’s concentration required this approach.

Optimal conditions required 2-3

pmol of primer. 1.25 n 1 of 20x SSC (3 M NaCl, 0.3 M Na3citrate-2H20, pH 7.0) was
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added and the final volume was adjusted to 20 pi with water. The samples were heated
in a 70°C water bath and permitted to cool to about 30°C over a one hour period, after
which the sample was transferred to an ice bath.
While the hybridized primer-template mixture was still in the ice bath, 20 pi
polymerase mix (0.4 mM each dNTP (sodium salt Boehringer Mannheim), 0.75 mM
ATP, 17.5 mM Tris-HCl(pH 7.4), 3.75 mM MgCl2 and 21.5 mM DTT), 2.5 units T4
DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), 5 units T4 DNA ligase (Gibco BRL) and
H20 were added to a final volume of 100 pi. The reaction was incubated 5 minutes at
5°C, 5 minutes at room temperature, 2 hours at 37°C and terminated with 3 pi 0.5 M
EDTA.
To determine if RF DNA was produced, 20 pi was run on an agarose gel and
compared with single stranded M13 phage DNA and RF M13 DNA. The DNA was
transformed into an ung+ strain (MV1190) using established procedures. Plaques were
selected from this reaction and the phages were transfected into MV1190.

The

resulting RF DNA was isolated and screened by digestion with Hpal. Hpal sites should
only be generated by successful mutagenesis. The ability to restrict the RF with Hpal
restriction enzyme was considered a positive test for mutagenesis.

Run-off transcription assay. Several different variations of the run-off transcription
assays were performed. All assays used core B. subtilis a* RNA polymerase that was
saturated with the 5 subunit. DNA templates used for the experiments were pUC8
vectors containing either the SP82 promoter Alul56 or one of the various insertion
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mutants of this promoter. All plasmids were restriction digested to generate potential
templates of various lengths differing by only 15%. Figure 10 depicts the restriction
sites on the pUC8 derivatives that were used to linearize the DNA templates for runoff
transcription. The amount of plasmid DNA used for each experiment was 1 /xg and
was determined by densitometry scanning of photographic negatives of ethidium
bromide stained DNA separated by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
Runoff transcription reactions were performed in a 1.5 ml Eppendorf tube with
a total reaction volume of 20 /xl. It contained: 2 /xl of a lOx transcription reaction
buffer (400 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.9), 500 mM NaCl, 100 mM MgCl2, 7 /xl/ml 2mercaptoethanol (Bio-Rad)). Typically, 1-2 /xl of 5 saturated RNA polymerase (1.5-2
/xg//xl) was used per promoter. For each reaction 2 /xl of nucleotides (2mM guanosine
5 ’-triphosphate, 2mM adenosine 5’-triphosphate, 2mM cytosine 5’-triphosphate, 0.4
mM uridine 5’ triphosphate, 0.2 /tCi [a 32P] uridine 5’-triphosphate) and 1 fig linear
promoter containing DNA were added. For the standard promoter strength assay, the
reaction was placed at 37°C for 5 minutes. The reactions were terminated with 10 /xl
of 3X sample buffer (2% SDS, 0.2 M EDTA (pH 7.5), 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5),
75% glycerol, 2% w/v bromophenol blue). The single-round transcription assay was
similar to the standard promoter strength assay with the exception that 2-4 /xl 1 mg/ml
single-stranded M13 were added simultaneously with the nucleotides. Single-stranded
M13 binds free RNA polymerase and prevents multiple rounds of transcription. In a
single round transcription assay, the reaction was incubated at the desired temperature
for 2-4 minutes and then switched to 37 °C to permit elongation of transcribable
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tra n s c rip t
EcoQ109
Rsa

Ssp I

Bgl I

la c

Alu. p r o m o te r
B e ta - la c ta m a s e

ORI

Figure 10: Generation of transcripts from plasmids with Alul56 and derivatives.
Promoters were ligated in the polylinker cloning site of pUC8. Plasmids
were digested at one of the restriction enzyme sites listed to generate
transcripts of different lengths. The number of nucieotides in each run-off
transcript was as follows: PvuII, 188; Bgll, 249; Rsal, 326; Eco0109, 506;
SspI 681.
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complexes. To avoid pH changes associated with temperature changes, Tris-HCl was
replaced with 200 mM HEPES buffer in assays requiring multiple temperatures (Sigma
Chemical Co.).
Transcription products were analyzed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.
RNA separating polyacrylamide gels were typically formulated as follows: 9 ml 15:1
acrylamide (Canalco Industries): bis acrylamide (Bio-Rad Laboratories)), 1 ml 30:0.5
acrylamide (Bio-Rad): bis acrylamide (Bio-Rad), 3 ml 10X RNA gel buffer (see below),
0.6 ml 10% SDS, 16.4 ml dH20 , 0.37 ml 10% ammonium persulfate (Bio-Rad), 27 /x1
TEMED (Bio-Rad). Gels were permitted to polymerize overnight. A 10X RNA buffer
was used for RNA analysis: 12.1 g Trisma base, 2.45 g anhydrous sodium acetate, 1.85
g EDTA, 75 ml glycerol and water to 150 ml. This buffer was adjusted by titration
to pH 7.8 with glacial acetic acid and the volume was adjusted to 250 ml with dH20 .
After electrophoresis, the gels were dried and exposed to X-Ray film (Kodak,
X-OMAT). Resulting RNA bands were quantified by densitometric analysis (Bio-Rad,
model 620) and optical density readings were normalized by transcript length.

K M n 0 4 Probing of DNA. Potassium permanganate was used to probe for promoter
open complexes generated by B. subtilis RNA polymerase (Sasse-Dwight and Gralla,
1989).

In the assay, 1 /xg of DNA was added to 4 /xl runoff transcription buffer

(HEPES version), 10/xg B. subtilis RNA polymerase and brought to a final volume of
20 /xl. Reactions proceeded for 5 minutes at the desired temperature. At the end the
incubation, 2.5 /xl of 80 mM KM n04 (diluted from a 0.37 M stock) was added to the
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reaction for exactly 2 minutes. The reaction was then quenched with 2 /xl /?mercaptoethanol and placed on ice. 6 /xl of 0.2 M EDTA and 37 /x1 water were added
to each sample and then passed through a Sephadex G50 column. DNA was quantified
by agarose gel analysis and equal concentrations of DNA templates were used in the
individual primer extension reactions.
Primer extension analysis was then carried out using the Perkin Elmer Cetus
"GeneAMP" kit. For a ten sample reaction assay, the following conditions were used:
10/xl o f supplied 10X PCR buffer, 8 /xl 10 mM nucleotide mix, 10 /xl 25 mM MgCl2,
0.5 /xl AmpliTaq DNA polymerase, 2 /xl sequencing primer (New England Biolabs), 20200 ng KM n04 exposed template DNA and 60 /xl water. Reactions were run in a
Perkin Elmer Cetus thermal cycler for 25 cycles under the following conditions: 94°C
for 40 seconds, 55°C for 40 seconds and 72°C for 40 seconds. After the cycles ended,
4 /xl Stop Dye (New England Biolabs) was add to each sample. Samples were briefly
heated to 75 °C and were run on an acrylamide sequencing gel (21 g urea, 5 ml 1OX
TBE, 8.3 ml of acrylamide:bis (30:1.5) stock solution brought to final volume of 50
ml with water).

A sequence ladder was generated using the New England Biolabs

"CircumVent Thermal Cycle Sequencing Kit" following the specifications for labeled
primer sequencing. Sequencing gels were run for 1.5 to 2 hours at 1600 volts (45°),
vacuum dried and exposed to X-ray film (Cronex, Du Pont). Resulting bands were
quantified by densitometry (Bio-Rad, model 620).
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Results

M easure of prom oter strength and open complex form ation by a run-off
transcription assay. Promoter strength is defined as the relative number of RNA
transcripts initiated from a promoter per unit time. Many steps involving several RNA
polymerase-DNA complexes precede the actual formation of a RNA transcript. The
goals of this study were to determine if the curved DNA upstream of the -35 region
affects promoter strength as suggested by earlier studies, and then to identify the
transcription initiation step which was most affected by the DNA curvature.

To

examine this, we chose the Alul56 promoter and a set of modified promoters in which
DNA insertions were put between the -35 region and upstream curvature (Figure 11).
It was shown previously that this set of promoters is useful in exploring the role of
curved DNA in transcription (McAllister and Achberger, 1988).

In addition, we

created an Alul56 promoter derivative that contains only a 3 bp insertion using
oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis. This "+ 3 promoter" filled in a noticeable gap
in the set of modified promoters.
In the present study, these promoters were tested for their promoter strength
with two run-off transcription assays as described in the Material and Methods section.
The basic run-off transcription assay measures the overall in vitro promoter strength of
one promoter relative to another. This is a run-off transcription reaction timed for 5
minutes in the presence of near-saturating concentrations of RNA polymerase. The
RNA polymerase is free to initiate transcription as often as the promoter sequence

-3 5
-1 0
GTTGACTTTCTCTACGAGGTGTGGCATAATAATCTT

ACCTCTG CTAAAATTCCTG AAAAATTTTG CAAAAAGTT *
AAC

ACCTCTG CTAAAATTCCTG AAAAATTTTG CAAAAAGTTG

+3

-3 5
-1 0
TTGACTTTCTCTACGAGGTGTGGCATAATAATCTT

TTCCGAT
TTCCGACGAT
TTCCGGATCGAT
TTCCGGATCGCGAT
TTCCGGCCGGATCGAT
TTCCGGATCGTCGACGAT
TTCCGGATCGTCGCGACGAT
TTCCGGATCGTCGATCGACGAT
TTCCGGCCGGATCGTCGATCGACGAT
TTCCGGATCGTCGGATCGTCGATCGACGAT

Figure 11:

+6
+9
+ 11
+ 13
+15
+17
+ 19
+21
+25
+29

Nucleotide sequence of the Alul56 phage promoter and mutant phage promoters. The top sequence
represents the Alul56 promoter. The tracts of adenines, which generate curved DNA, are bolded in
this figure. The underlined sequences represent the -10 and -35 regions of the promoter. The sequences
below Alu 156 list the insertion mutant sequences followed by the number of bases the curved DNA is
moved upstream. Part A: In the T3 construct one thymine (*) of the original Alu 156 DNA is replaced
by a cytosine to generate a Hpal site. The + 3 insertion was created by site-directed mutagenesis. Part
B: promoters with insertions were constructed as part of another study (McAllister and Achberger,
1988).
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permits.

The single round run-off transcription assay determines the number of

transcribable complexes at the time of assay.

This second assay is taken to be

synonymous with measurements of the number of open promoter complexes that are
able to be formed. The two assays are very similar except that in the single round
transcription assay, an excess of single stranded M13 DNA is added shortly after the
addition of initiating nucleotides. Single-stranded DNA is an excellent competitor for
free RNA polymerase and prevents RNA polymerase from re-binding DNA containing
promoters once it has been released.

Thus, a second round of transcription is

prevented. All RNA polymerase-promoter complexes, other than the open promoter
complexes, are unstable and the majority dissociate prior to initiation. Therefore, RNA
polymerase released by these less stable complexes, binds the single stranded
competitor DNA and is removed from consideration.
A representative assay o f single round run-off transcription is presented in
Figure 12. The transcripts were quantified from X-ray film of polyacrylamide gels by
densitometric measurement of autoradiograms. Densitometric values were normalized
by dividing the determined value for each transcript by the number of nucleotides
making up the transcript. This normalization resulted in numbers that reflected the
relative number of each transcript produced. Results of these experiments are present
in Figure 13 and 14.
In each experiment, the highest levels of transcription were observed for the
original Alul56 promoter. Since this promoter was consistently the strongest promoter
it was used as the standard of comparison to other promoters. It was observed that for
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Figure 12:

Single round runoff transcription assay using multiple
templates. Polyacrylamide gel analysis of transcripts from
the promoters, Alul56, + 6 , +11 and +15. Temperatures
used for this assay were as follows: Lane 1, 10°C; Lane 2,
15°C; Lane 3, 20°C; Lane 4, 25°C; Lane 5, 30°C; Lane 6,
37°C; Lane 7, 42°C; Lane 8, M l3 added before RNA
polymerase. Transcripts denoted at right (« ) are M13
derived.
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Figure 13; Standard Promoter Strength Assay at 37°C.
Promoters were derived from Alul56 and are named by the number of base pairs
inserted between the -35 promoter region and the first adenine tract.
Data was derived by densitometry from autoradiography of polyacrylamide gels
containing 32P labeled transcripts. Optical density measurements from densitometer
were normalized to account for different length transcripts.
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Figure 14: Single Round Transcription Assay at 37°C.
Promoters defined by number of bases inserted between the -35 region of Alu 156 and
the first adenine tract. Data was derived by densitometry from autoradiography of
polyacrylamide gels containing 32P labeled transcripts. Final figures were normalized
to account for the different transcript lengths.
-4
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both the standard promoter strength assay (Figure 13) and single round transcription
assay (Figure 14), the altered promoters that showed the greatest number of transcripts
were consistently the +11 and +21 insertion promoters. Similarly, the promoters with
insertions of + 3 , + 6, +15, +17, and +29 were among the weakest promoters and
formed the fewest open promoter complexes. Between the results of two assays, there
were some inconsistencies, however. In the standard promoter strength assay, the +19
promoter showed significantly more transcription than in the single round transcription
assay. This would suggest that this promoter formed weak open promoter complexes
but had an unusually fast initiation rate or promoter clearance rate. This is not an
unusual scenario for a promoter.

Conversely, the + 9 promoter showed somewhat

stronger activity in the single round transcription assay than it did in the standard assay.
This may indicate that this promoter, while having a stable open promoter complex, has
poor initiation and clearance abilities.
In agreement with earlier studies (McAllister and Achberger, 1988), promoters
with the curved DNA in the same rotational orientation as the original Alul56 promoter
were the most efficient. When the curved DNA is rotated in increments of a half a
turn, it cannot effectively aid transcription. These findings make this set of promoters
unusually useful in investigating the role of curved DNA in the transcription initiation
process. The general agreement between the standard transcription assay measuring in
vitro promoter strength and the single round transcription assay that measures open
promoter complexes indicates that the primary effect of DNA curvature is at a step
leading to the formation of open promoter complexes. These findings also validate the
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use of the single round transcription assay to investigate the effect of temperature on
the function of this set of promoters.

The effect of tem perature on form ation of RNA polymerase complexes to Alul56
and insertion derivatives. The mandatory step of untwisting of the DNA strands
appears to involve a large conformational change in RNA polymerase. For the several
promoters studied, this step is rate limiting at low temperatures. To test if the presence
of properly aligned curved DNA affects a step that is limiting at low temperature, the
single round run-off transcription assay was performed with various subsets of these
promoters at 0°C, 4°C, 10°C, 15°C, 20°C, 25°C, 30°C, 37°C and 42°C. As before,
an excess of single stranded M l3 DNA was added with the nucleotide triphosphates.
With this assay, it was essential to incubate the reactions at the specific temperature for
for a minimum of two minutes before switching the reactions to 37°C.

The 37°C

"chase" was used to insure that all complexes initiated at lower temperatures elongated
to the end of the fragment. In this assay, promoters from the Alul56 set gave few or
no transcripts at temperatures below 20°C. Figures 15a, 15b and 15c depict the results
for this assay at 25°C, 30°C, 37°C and 42°C.
It was immediately apparent that both the rotational orientation and the linear
displacement of the curved DNA affected open promoter complex (OPC) formation in
the Alu 156 set of promoters. There were cyclical peaks in OPC formation at insertion
lengths of 0 (Alul56), 11, and 21 bp. Overall, the lowest OPC formation was observed
for promoters with insertions of 6, 17, and 29 bp. These results correlate with those
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Figure 15a: Transcribable promoter complexes formed as a function of temperature.
Effect of temperature on open promoter complex formation for the promoters
Alul56, + 3, +6, + 9 and +11 at the temperatures; 25°C ( Q ) , 30°C ( | | ) ,
3 7 ° C ( f )an d 42°C ( # ) . Relative number of transcripts were determined by
by densitometry from autoradiography of polyacrylamide gels containing 32P
labeled transcripts.
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Figure 15b: Transcribable promoter complexes formed as a function of temperature.
Effect of temperature on open promoter complex formation for the promoters
Alu 156, +11, +13, +15 and +17 at the temperatures; 25°C ( $ ) ,
30°C ( 0 ) , 37°C ( ) and 42°C ( |j |) . Relative number of transcripts were
determined by by densitometry from autoradiography of polyacrylamide gels
containing 32P labeled transcripts.
to
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Figure 15c: Transcribable promoter complexes formed as a function of temperature.
Effect of temperature on open promoter complex formation for the promoters
Alul56, +19, +21, +25 and +29 at the temperatures; 25°C ( $ ; ) ,
30°C
), 37°C ( # ) and 4 2 ° C ( |||) . Relative number of transcripts were
determined by by densitometry from autoradiography of polyacrylamide gels
containing 32P labeled transcripts.
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from earlier studies (McAllister and Achberger, 1988).

In addition, these results

indicate that curved DNA has its primary effect on steps leading to OPC formation.
In addition to the requirement for the curved DNA to be properly aligned with
the promoter for maximum effect, there was a definite change in OPC formation with
the linear displacement of the curve (e.g., moving the curve 11 and 21 bp away from
the -35 region of the promoter).

After the original Alul56 promoter, the greatest

number of OPC were formed by the + 9 and +11 promoters followed by the +21
promoter.

Even though the curved DNA in the + 9 promoter was not "perfectly"

aligned, it still gave effective OPC formation. This contribution of curved DNA to
OPC formation is not seen for the +19 promoter which has the same relative
orientation of the curved DNA. This may indicate an effect of proximity on the role
of curved DNA.
In addition to the level of transcription measured for each promoter, we
determined the temperature at which 50% of the maximal number of OPC was formed
(Temp50). An increase in this parameter with changes in the orientation of the curved
DNA would be indicative of an effect on the rate limiting step leading to OPC
formation. The original Alul56 promoter had a Temp50 of 32°C (Table 10).
Promoter mutants that maintained the curve on the same side of the helix, + 9,
+ 11, +21 typically had a Temp50 similar to that of Alu 156. Rotational mutants that
deflected the curve in directions away from the promoter, such as + 3, +13 and +15,
had Temp50 of 38°C. The promoters mutants +19 and +25 showed intermediate
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Table 10: Temperature at Which 50% of the Maximal Transcription Was Observed

Promoter
Alul56
+3
+6
+9
+ 11
+ 13
+ 15
+ 17
+ 19
+21
+25
+ 29

Temperature (°C)
32
38
ND*
32
32
38
38
ND*
33
32
34
ND*

‘-Not Determined (ND): Due to low transcription activity for the + 6 , + 17 and +29
promoters, no accurate estimation of this value was possible.

values of 33°C and 34°C respectively. It was not possible to determine accurately the
Tempso for the promoters that showed the lowest transcription activity, + 6 , +17 and
+29. This analysis is consistent with the DNA curvature affecting the rate limiting
step at lower temperatures in transcription.

KM h 0 4 analysis of prom oter open complexes. Potassium Permanganate will nick
DNA with a strong preference for thymine residues in single-stranded DNA.
Therefore, KM n04 makes an effective probe for strand separation in RNA polymerasepromoter complexes. Primer extension was used to determine the location of DNA
nicks caused by permanganate. Primer extension analysis of the phage promoter series
exposed to KM n04 is shown in Figure 16. This data shows that the promoters used in
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Figure 16:

Potassium permanganate probe for open promoter complexes.
Lane E is the experimental reaction with the + 19 promoter bound
by RNA polymerase. The lanes T, G, C and A are reactions using
the dideoxynucleotide sequencing technique described in the
Materials and Methods.
The nucleotide sequence for this
region o f the DNA is shown. The arrows mark the thymine
residues on the complementary strand that were cleaved by
potassium permanganate in the open promoter complexes.
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this assay are nicked at the thymine residues at -1, -2 and -4 of the A lul56 promoter
series. The sequence of this region is shown in Figure 17. Potassium permanganate
has been shown to nick thymines in single-stranded regions of DNA. Single-stranded
DNA in this region is the result of a DNA melting event, presumably the formation of
open promoter complexes. All of the promoters studied in this work had some degree
of open complex formation. However, the degree of susceptibility varied among the
promoters (Figure 18).

There was a high correlation between detection of open

promoter complexes by the KM n04 probe and by the single round transcription assay,
the run-off assay. The Alul56 promoter derivatives most sensitive to the permanganate
were the + 9 , +11, +19, +21 and +29. One of the most notable differences between
the KM n04 probe technique and the single round transcription assay was the relatively
high permanganate susceptibilities of the + 9 , +19 and +29 promoter derivatives. The
single round transcription assay reflects data from linear DNA and the KMn04
susceptibility assay reflects data from supercoiled DNA. This may partially explain the
differences seen in these assays.

Discussion

Previous work in our laboratory showed that transcription from the Alul56
promoter was strongly influenced by sequence-directed curved DNA upstream of the 35 region. This work has been refined by examining the formation of specific RNA
polymerase-promoter complexes. Additionally, an obvious gap in the set of Alul56
insertion promoters was filled by the addition of the + 3 promoter. Using site-directed
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of curved DNA are underlined. The arrows under the sequence at -1, -2
and -4 indicate the thymines that are cleaved in the potassium
permanganate probe experiments.
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mutagenesis, a three base pair sequence was inserted between the region of bent DNA
and the promoter.
The present study confirmed the finding that it is necessary for the sequencespecific DNA curve to be on the same side of the helix as the promoter to fully enhance
transcription initiation in Bacillus subtilis. Evidently, the necessity of maintaining this
DNA curve on the same ’face’ of the DNA is a common mechanism in bent or curved
DNA motifs involved in transcription activation.

As previously outlined in the

dissertation Introduction, proteins associated with DNA bending, such as IHF and CAP,
share this restriction (Martin and Magasanik, 1992). These authors reported that the
steps affected by DNA bending involved formation of open promoter complex.
Evidence from the present study with B. subtilis supports the hypothesis that curved
DNA immediately upstream of the -35 region may facilitate open complex formation
when the curve is properly aligned.
A goal of the present study was to define which step or steps were affected by
the curved DNA. We chose the single round transcription assay for the following
reasons. Since we measured only those complexes able to initiate transcription at the
time the nucleotide triphosphates and single-stranded competitor DNA were added, open
promoter complexes were by definition being quantified.

The addition of single

stranded competitor DNA avoids the disruption of open complexes and initiated
complexes that was observed when rifarnpicin and heparin are used as competitors with
B. subtilis RNA polymerase.

The length of reaction time greatly reduced the

contribution of initiation rates and rates of promoter clearance to our measurements.
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Finally, the identification of the complexes measured in this assay were confirmed to
be open promoter complexes by demonstrating actual strand separation using the
potassium permanganate probe for thymines in single stranded DNA.
To test if the curved DNA affected a step that was limiting at lower temperature,
we measured open complexes by the single round transcription assay as a function of
temperature. At temperatures below 20°C, few or no open promoter complexes were
measured for the Alul56 promoter and its derivatives. At temperatures above this,
open complex formation increased as the temperature increased. From these data, the
temperature at which one-half the maximal number of transcripts were formed (Temp50)
was calculated. The original Alul56 promoter and derivatives with insertions of + 9,
+ 11, +21 had a Temp50 of 32°C. All other promoters required higher temperatures
to form open complexes.

This is consistent with DNA curvature affecting the rate

limiting step at lower temperatures. It is probable that the rate limiting step is either
the untwisting of the DNA helix or the separation of the strands of DNA leading to
formation of the open promoter complex.

Both steps are predicted to require a

significant conformational change in the RNA polymerase and are good candidates for
the rate limiting step at low temperatures. When the curved DNA is not properly
aligned, greater thermal energy is needed to untwist and separate the strands of the
DNA.
In the present study, we were unable to effectively distinguish between the
formation of open promoter complexes and formation of complexes that precede it.
There is evidence from other laboratories that this may not be possible. It has been
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suggested that unlike E. coli RNA polymerase, B. subtilis RNA polymerase does not
necessarily form a stable open complex. Rather, it appears that the polymerase may
form this open complex and then readily become soluble again.

E. coli RNA

polymerase is known to form open promoter complexes that are stable for hours. This
result correlates with the effect that rifarnpicin has on transcription initiation. In E.
coli rifarnpicin is found to be effective as an inhibitor of transcription only before
transcription actually takes place. In B. subtilis, rifarnpicin is effective after template
synthesis was initiated.
In E. coli, the DNA bend induced by the CAP-cAMP complex at the facP,
promoter was experimentally replaced by sequence-dependent curved DNA with little
loss of activity. However, when the curved DNA is used to replace the CAP site on
the lac?x promoter, the DNA template must be supercoiled to see the effect (Lavigne,
1992). Our work with B. subtilis RNA polymerase showed dramatic effects with linear
(non-supercoiled) DNA.

Therefore, since these two RNA polymerase species

apparently undergo somewhat different complexes during transcription, exact
comparisons between the two polymerase species may not be appropriate.
The present study emphasized the role of proper alignment of the curved DNA
to the promoter for maximum promoter function.

Specifically, the + 3 and + 6

promoters exhibited dramatic decreases in the formation of open promoter complexes.
The rotational alignment of the curve was also a general observation of an earlier study
(McAllister and Achberger, 1989). In addition to this effect, the present study has
identified a definite proximity effect for curved DNA. That is insertions of 9 and 11
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bp formed open promoter complexes as efficiently as the original Alul56 promoter.
An insertion of 21 bp displayed significant lower open complex formation even though
properly aligned with the promoter.

This proximity effect may argue for a direct

interaction between the RNA polymerase and the region of curved DNA.
In general, the potassium permanganate probe for open promoter complexes
complemented the single round transcription assay. The "rotational effect" and the
"proximity effect" of curved DNA on open complex formation were observed. The
interesting observation was the effectiveness of the + 9, +19, and +29 insertion
promoters.

These promoters were as effective or more effective in forming open

promoter complexes than the +11 and +21 promoters.

In the single round

transcription assay, the +11 and +21 promoters formed more open promoter
complexes than promoters with insertions that differed in length by ± 6 bp. A major
difference in these two assays was the use of a linear DNA template for run-off
transcription and a supercoiled template for the potassium permanganate probe
experiments.
In plasmids isolated by CsCl gradients with ethidium bromide, the superhelical
density (a) has been calculated as -0.06 as compared to a a of -0.03 for plasmids in
vivo (Sinden, et al. 1980). The a value of isolated plasmids translates to untwisting the
DNA helix by 0.06 turns per 10 bp. If one looks at the orientation of the DNA curve
relative to the -35 region of the promoter, this rotation of the helix in negative
supercoiled DNA would have a small effect on the 9 bp insertion promoter (i.e., it
would decrease the number of bp per turn by 0.6 bp).

The effect of negative
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supercoiling would be significant for templates containing promoters with + 19 and +29
base pair insertions. This explains the efficient formation of open promoter complexes
by these promoters. This explanation can be tested by repeating the analysis using
linear DNA templates.
Our work, and work in other laboratories, suggest a role of DNA structuring
in transcription processes.

This kind of DNA structuring can also be found at the

origin of replication of some plasmids where separation of the DNA strands is also a
mandatory step in the process.

It is possible to formulate a model to explain the

transcription activation on promoters of curved upstream DNA (Figure 19). In this
model, the activation is produced by DNA upstream of the curve interacting nonspecifically with RNA polymerase. The additional contacts between RNA polymerase
and DNA that would stabilizes the complex and facilitate DNA untwisting and strand
separation leading to open complex formation. The basis of this model comes both
from the binding assays and the run off transcription assays. The DNA looping model
can explain why the orientation of the curve may strongly effect promoter function.
This model does not rule out the direct interaction of the RNA polymerase with the
DNA curve as the preferential binding site upstream of the promoter.
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Figure 19:

Proposed model for transcription stimulation of RNA
polymerase by sequence directed DNA curvature upstream
of the -35 region. DNA interactions with the polymerase
upstream of the curved regions are sequence-independent

CONCLUSIONS

1. Promoters isolated from the Bacillus subtilis bacteriophage SP82 and 029 contained
regions of bent DNA. There was a direct correlation between the identification of bend
loci by sequence analysis and aberrant electrophoretic mobility on polyacrylamide gels.

2. In vitro binding assays have determined that o^-containing RNA polymerase, isolated
from Escherichia coli, and ^-containing RNA polymerase, isolated from Bacillus
subtilis, interact differently with promoters containing regions of curved DNA. B.
subtilis RNA polymerase was shown to be affected by regions of curved DNA to a far
greater extent than E. coli RNA polymerase. E. coli RNA polymerase may not be able
to effectively interact with curved DNA on linear DNA templates.

3. The effect of DNA curvature upstream of the promoter on Bacillus subtilis RNA
polymerase is to enhance the formation of open promoter complexes.

4. Curved DNA affected the step that was rate limiting at temperatures between 20° C
and 37°C. Generally, mutant promoters that maintained the upstream DNA curvature
on the same side of the DNA helix also formed transcribable complexes at lower
temperatures than did displaced curved DNA regions.
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5. Promoters with insertions between the curve and the -35 region had maximal activity
when the insertions maintained the upstream DNA curvature on the same side of the
DNA helix as the -35 region.
templates.

This was also true for negatively supercoiled DNA

There was a concomitant change in the optimal insertion length with

changes in helical twisting.

6. From the available data, a model has been constructed for transcription stimulation
by upstream DNA curvature of B. subtilis RNA polymerase. In this model, the DNA
curvature permits RNA polymerase to non-specifically interact with DNA upstream of
the -35 region. This potentially acts to stabilize the RNA polymerase as it undergoes
isomerization.
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